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The Language Research Foundation 

O. Introduction 

As suggested by its title, this work will be based on a previous 
analysis of English stress, namely, that contained in Noam 
Chomsky and Morris Halle'S fundamental and awe-inspiring 
work, The Sound Pattern of English (hereafter SPE. Other
wise unidentified page references are to SPE. All references 
to examples and rules in chapter 3 of SPE will be cited in 
square brackets, to distinguish them from the parentheses I 
will use.). The paper will also be formulated within the 
framework of generative phonology that is elaborated in SPE. 
It should therefore be obvious that the present paper pre
supposes SPE in two respects: first, it will not be possible 
for one who is not thoroughly familiar with SPE to evaluate 
the reanalysis I will propose below; and second, my work, 
while it suggests that considerable restructuring is necessary 
in the system that is built up in SPE, is a direct descendant 

NOTE: This work was supported in part by the National Institute of 
Mental Health (Grant 5-P01-MH 13390-03) and by the National Science 
Foundation (Grant GS-3202). There are many, many whose comments 
and criticisms have dramatically improved what I say in this paper, 
probably too many to mention them all. Let me single out for special 
thanks the following friends: Mike Brame, Noam Chomsky, Francois 
Dell, Bruce Fraser, Vicki Fromkin, Chuck Kisseberth, Terry Langen
doen, Greg Lee, Jim McCawley, Marc Schnitzer, Sandy Schane, Dave 
Stampe, and Arnold Zwicky. For service above and beyond the call of 
duty, the Award of the Golden Schwa, with. Oak Leaf Cluster, to Morris 
Halle, Jay Keyser, Paul Kiparsky, and Ted Lightner. 
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of SPE. It would not have been possible to write it without 
the great stimulus provided by SPE or without the many hours 
of discussion and criticism that Chomsky and Halle have 
generously given me, and for which I am deeply grateful to 
them. 

The title also suggests the main area of the revisions that 
I will propose for the phonology of English stress below the 
word level. The rules that stress constituents larger than 
words, the Nuclear stress Rule for phrases (pp. 89-91) and 
the Compound Rule (pp. 91-94), seem to me to be basically 
correct, and I will not be concerned below with the stress 
contours that these rules characterize, except in § 8 where 
I will argue that these two rules must be somewhat extended. 
Nor will I be concerned, except briefly, in § 8, with the stress 
Adjustment Rule (hereafter SAR), which, in the words of SPE 
(p. 94), "reserve[s] secondary stress for phrases that contain 
more than one word," or with the rules that assign secondary 
stress in words like Mon8ngahkla and WinniPesaukee and that 
account for the contrast between words like b6ndanna and 

o 1 
banana. (Cf. SPE, pp. 110-126.) My major concern will be the 
two rules in SPE that assign prim~ry stress: the Main stress 
Rule (cf. pp. 29-43, 69-77, 79f)39, 94-110, and 126-162; 
hereafter MSR) and the Alternating stress Rule (cf. pp. 
77-79; hereafter ASR). Both rules will be reviewed briefly 
in § 1 below. In § 2, an argument will be given for the addition 
of a new case to the ASR, so that it will shift primary stress 
back not only in words having three or more syllables, but 
also in disyllables. In § 3, evidence will be given that a new 
case should be added to the MSR. The consequences of the 
proposed new case, which are profound, ,are discussed in 
detail in § 4. In § 5, the ASR will be given a final reformula
tion. In § 6, I will examine in detail the interrelationship of 
the stressed Syllable Rule (cases (c) and (d) of the MSR) and 
the ASR, concluding that in fact they must be subcases of 
one rule, the Retraction Rule. These paragraphs will con
clude Part I. In an envisioned Part II, in § 7, I will discuss 
a number of phonological processes not treated in SPE a 
discussion that will lead to the formulation of the rules' of 
Destressing, Medial Laxing, Penult Tensing, and Medial 
e-Elision, as well as to a new treatment of the SPE segment 
/y/ and to some suggestions for a revision of the underlying 
vowel system of SPE. In § 8, I will argue that some cases of 
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stress retraction that are treated in SPE as instances of 
case (c) of the MSR be regarded as instances of a suitably 
extended version of the Compound Rule instead. In § 9, I will 
examine several cases of "conspiracies" in English-that is, 
groups of rules that have the same function, but that have 
no formal similarities. In §10, I will summarize, listing in 
their final form, all the redundancy rules and phonological 
rules that I have proposed in earlier sections. I will investi
gate the extent to which these rules allow English stress to be 
predicted. Finally, in §11, I will examine the evidence for the 
existence of cyclically ordered rules below the word level in 
English in particular, and the question of the abstractness of 
the underlying phonological representations that can be justi
fied for English, in general. 

1. A Review of the System of Rules in SPE 

The MSR is based upon the contrast in stress between 
such words as those in (1) below. 1 

(1) (a) ~dit 
1 

develop 
abandon 
reconn8iter 

(c) relJnt avkrt 
lnol&st divkst 

3 1 
(b) erase 

all8w 

3 1 
deny 
at8ne 

Making use of the notion weak cluster (cf. p. 29 for a prelim
inary, and p. 83 for a final, definition) Chomsky and Halle 
propose to account for the stress on the verbs in (1) with 
rule (2) (cf. p. 29): 

(2) V _ [1 stress] / - Co(W)] case (e) 

This rule I will refer to as case (e) of the MSR, for reasons 
that will become apparent below. By the conventions per
taining to disjunctively ordered rules (cf. pp. 30-36), it will 
stress the words in (la) on the penult, since they end in weak 
clusters-a simple syllabic nucleus followed by no more 
than a single consonant. Since the words in (lb) and (lc) 

lThe tertiary stress on the first syllables of such words as ~rase, 
d~n~, and r~conn6iter in (1) is assigned by rules discussed in SPE (cf. 
pp. 110-126), and need not concern us here. Unless this tertiary stress 
is of some immediate interest, I will omit it in the citations of forms 
below. 
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do not end in weak clusters, rule (2) will assign final stress 
to them .. 

Chomsky and Halle noted that many nouns that end in 
syllables containing a complex nucleus, such as those in (3), 
have final stress, just like the verbs in (lb). 

(3) ~tt~re 
o 1 

ravzne 
°U,l . aJJazr 
o 1 lagoon 

However for many nouns ending in weak clusters, such as 
those in (4), stress is on the antepenult or penult, depending 
on whether the penult is weak or strong, respectively. 

( 4) (a) v~nison 
1 znteger 

1 syllabus 
Conn~cticut 
Am~rica 

(b) horizon 
Octbber 
Uranus 

1 pzlot 
1 aroma 

1 
(c) Phlofzston 

September 
1 

menzscus 
1 

Narragansett 
Alaska 

These forms necessitate the establishment of a new environ
ment in which rule (2), which is referred to in SPE as the 
Romance Stress Rule (hereafter RSR), can apply. This 
environment, which is stated in (5), and added formally to 
rule (2) in (6), is case (b) of the MSR. 

(5) - [-~s] CO]N case (b) 

(6) V - [1 stress] / - Co (W) / - [-ins] Co ]N 

We find that the stress patterns of many adjectives 
also be assigned by rule (2), in such cases as those in (7). 

(7) (a) cland~stine 
h~ndsome 

1 vulgar 
sblid 

(b) obsc~ne 
. 1 
zmmune 
urb~ne 
rembte 

1 
(c) adept 

robhst 
ov~rt 
occhu 

can 

That is since the adjectives in (7a) end in weak clusters, 
they will receive penultimate stress by rule (2), while the 
adjectives in (7b) and (7c), which end in strong clusters, 
will receive final stress. 

However, if we consider adjectives ending in monosyllabic 
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suffixes containing a lax vowel, such as those in (8), a stress 
pattern paralleling that in (4) is observed. 

(8) 
1 

(a) personal 
libelous 
vigilant 

(b) coUbidal 
desirous 

1 
defzant 

1 
(c) placental 

1 portentous 
obs~rvant 

That is, if the affixes -al, -ous, and -ant were to be dis
regarded in the adjectives in (8) and the RSR were to apply 
to the remainder, the correct stress patterns would result.2 
Thus, the MSR must be amended in such a way as to take 
this generalization into account. The revised version is 
stated in (9). 

(9) V - [1 stress] / - Co(W) / - +C o [=~::] Col NA 

case (a) 

- [-ins] CO ]N 

case (b) 

-] case (e) 

Rule (9), if applied to such underlying representations 
as those roughly indicated in (10) (1 have disregarded the 
fact that the MSR would have applied on an earlier cycle 
to the verbs advise and promise), 

(10) (a) inhibit + 5r + y (b) adviz + or + y 
(c) contradict + 5r + y 

would yield forms whose primary stress was incorrectly 
located on the penultimate syllable. Since the word inhibitbry 
manifests tertiary stress on its penult, however, Chomsky 
and Halle suggest that primary stress be placed on this sylla
ble (by case (a), where the sequence +y is the affix that is 
disregarded) and that primary stress be reassigned to the 

2The final vowel of the noun placenta must be deleted, by rules that 
have been inadequately studied, in forming the adjective placental (cf. fn. 
38 below). The fact that the nouns cDlroid and pbrt~nt do not have primary 
stress on the final syllable, as would be expected from what has been said 
so far, will be explained below in connection with a revision of! the ASR 
that I will propose. 
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second syllable of the word, with automatic stress weakening 
of the stress on the penult, by a convention that is indepen
dently motivated. This stress- retraction rule reassigns 
stress in accordance with the RSR: in (lOa), where the 
syllable preceding the original primary stress ends in a weak 
cluster, the stress is placed on the syllable that precedes 
this cluster. In (lOb) and (10c), however, since the syllables 
that originally bore primary stress are preceded by strong 
clusters, the RSR will place primary stress on these clusters, 
deriving the intermediate forms in (11). 

(11) 
1 2 

*advisory 1 2 
* contrad'tctory 

These forms subsequently undergo a rule that states (essen
tially) that medial syllables that immediately follow a syllable 
bearing primary stress cannot bear stress (this rule is 
discussed on pp. 119-125). Since these vowels are stress
less, they will be subject to the rule of Vowel Reduction, and 
the correct forms advisSry and contradictSry will be derived. 

Thus, we see that the MSR must again be revised, to 
account for such forms as those in (10). The RSR must be 
able to apply to retract primary stress in certain cases, when 
a previous rule has placed stress on the final syllable, that is, 
in an environment that, following SPE, I will schematically 
symbolize as in (12), which represents cases (c) and (d) of 
the MSR. 

(12) cases (c) and (d) 

There are a number of complications pertaining to con
trasts like those in (13), which SPE extends case (c) to handle 
(cf. pp. 100-110). 

1 3 13 31. 
(13) monograph - monosyllable - monogenes'ts 

1 1,3 1 0 
\ perm'ttv - pernntN - herm'ttN 

These cases of the MSR are highly complex, and I will 
postpone further discussion of them until I take up the matter 
of the relationship between the stress retraction that is 
effected by these two cases and that effected by the ASR 
(cf. § 6 below). 

To sum up, then, the MSR of SPE takes the type of stress 
contrast exemplified in (1) and (7) to be paradigmatic. 
Rule (2), the RSR, which accounts for these cases in isolation 
(case (e)), is then extended to apply before monosyllabic af-
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fixes whose final vowel is lax (case (a)), before the last 
syllable of nouns whose final vowel is lax (case (b)), and 
before a final-stressed syllable (cases (c) and (d)). The final, 
albeit unabbreviated, form of the MSR that is arrived at in 
SPE is given in (14): 

(14) V - [1 stress] / - Co (W) / - Co [=~::] CO ]NA 

case (a) 

[-ins] CO ]N 
, case (b) 
:6 cases (c) and (d) 
] case (e) 

Rule (14) is not adequate, however, to account for all 
observed instances of primary stress within words. Such 
words as those in (15) would fall within the scope of case (e) 
of the MSR and would, in the absence of other rules, end up 
with the stress incorrectly located on the final syllable. 

(15) (a) hhrricJne 
1 3 dynam'tte 

dioc~se 
SbtterthwJite 
&rtich6ke 

(b) &necd8te 
1 . t 3 t mag'ts ra e 

1 3 
galvan'tze 
g&lliv~nt 

1 if: 3 magn'tjy 
anticiprlte 
kxecltte 

ex&cerbJte 
dkvastJte 

1 . 3 
asznzne 
m&nif~st 
krudlte 
mbribltnd 
bkllic8se 

sbturnlne 
1 3 
znfant'tZe 

To account for the stress pattern of these words, Chomsky 
and Halle proposed a second stress-retraction rule, the ASR, 
which I have stated approximately in (16). (Note that rule (16) 
must apply to all major categories, for all are represented in 
(15) .) 

1 

(16) V -- [1 stress] / - Co (=) CoVCoVCo # 

From the examples in (15b), it is clear that the stress is not 
retracted in accordance with the RSR, for if this were the 
case the words in (15b) would have penultimate, instead of 
the correct antepenultimate, stress. Thus, two stress-retrac
tion rules are necessary-cases (c) and (d) of the MSR, which 
retract primary stress in accordance with the RSR, and the 
ASR, which retracts stress two syllables, regardless of 
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whether the immediately preceding syllable contains a strong 
or a weak cluster. 

2. An Extension of the Alternating Stress Rule 

The MSR and, following it, the ASR are the two major 
rules for the placement of primary stress within English 
words. Let us now consider a large class of words that 
cannot be accounted for by the rules given in SPE, without 
postulating highly counterintuitive underlying forms. 

(17) 
1 3 

Argyle 
c~rbine 

1 3 quznzne 
m8hZtir 
sbdre 

1 3 
archwe 

1 3 
carboy 

1 3 gargoyle 
1 3 

gentzle 
1 3 gangrene 

1 3 
mqngrove 
Moscow 
Os&ge 
prbt~in 
tir&de 

The only available rule in SPE that could produce the 1-3 
stress patterns on the words in (17) is rule [158] of chapter 
III, which I reproduce here for convenience. 

[158] [+ins] - [1 stress] / + - Co =11= 

This rule, which applies before the MSR to assign primary 
stress to the final syllable of vac+ate, will provide the en
vironment necessary for the stressed Syllable Rule of the 
MSR to retract the stress to the first syllable. Chomsky and 
Halle' thus account for the stress contrast between vacate and 

·31 create by postulating that the former, but not the latter, verb 
is analyzed into stem and suffix. This account is rendered 
plausible by the existence of such related for ms as vacant, 
but the absence of corresponding forms related to create. 
However, in order to explain the stress contrast between the 
words in (17) and those in (18),3 

3 1 3 1 
(18) boutzque pastzche 

c&ntken tr&pJze 
3 1 3 1 

pontoon cayuse 
cr~sade c&jjkine 
sh&mp80 b&nlb80 

~stkem 
d6main 

3 1. 
cocazne 

3 1 
cfampagne 
lampoon 

Chomsky and Halle must postUlate that the words in (17) 

31 am grateful to Morris Halle and Jay Keyser for furnishing me with a 
large number of examples like those in (18). 
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co~tai.n morpheme boundaries, while those in (18) do not. 
I~ IS Important to note that there is no independent justifica
tion for such a segmentation. Inserting morpheme boundaries 
into words like those in (17) is therefore exactly equivalent to 
marking these words with a rule feature to indicate that 
they will undergo rule [158].4 But if a solution making use 
of ad hoc morpheme boundaries is only notationally different 
from a solution making use of rule features we might ask 
whether it is necessary to have rule [158] ~ the grammar 
at all, or whether it would ,not be equally possible to mark 
words like those in (17) and (18) as being exceptions to some 
independently motivated rule. 

In fact, this latter possibility seems to be feasible. Joseph 
Emonds (personal communication) and Paul Kiparsky (class 
lectures at MIT in the spring of 1968) have pointed out that if 
the ASR is extended to retract stress in disyllables as well as 
in trisyllables, the stress patterns of the words in (17) and 
(18) can be accounted for. The modified ASR appears in (19). 

(19) V - [1 stress] / - Co (=) Co (YC o) V Co =11= 

The conventions on disjunctive ordering of rules would 
stipulate that the stress be moved back two syllables in tri
syllables an~ one syllable in disyllables. If rule [158] is 
dIspensed wIth, all the words in (17) and (18) would first 
receive primary stress on their final syllables by case (e) 
of the MSR. The words in (17) would be marked in the lexicon 
with the feature [+ASR], and those in (18) with the feature 
[-ASR]. As far as I can tell, it is impossible to predict 
whether stress retraction will take place in disyllabic nouns: 
words like (17) are as numerous as words like (18). The 
situation is slightly more complex for verbs and adjectives 
which I will discuss in §6.3 below. ' 

In support of the proposed extension of the ASR to disylla
bles, note that the ASR has many exceptions for trisyllabic 
words (which is noted in SPE, pp. 157-158). Thus, not only 
words like those in (18) would have to be marked [-ASR] but 
also the trisyllables in (20). 5 

' 

4The notion of rule feature is discussed on pp. 172-176 and pp. 373-
380. 

5Note also that many speakers have douplets for such words as lemon
ade, gasoline, magazine, etc., which can be either initially or finally 
stressed. 
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2) 3 1 3.1 3 b 1 (0 buccaneer acquzesce ara esque 
brlgadbon barricAde apropbs 
L lsterine gltarant~e d~bon}iir 
Iz linD is Ascertain JApan~se 

While the stress of words like lzlinbis and Lis terine cannot 
be predicted apparently by any general rules (compare such 

1 3 1 3 1 3 13 
words as Iroquois, corduroy, Ovaltzne, amphetamzne), there 
are many suffixes, such as -esque, -ese, -esce, which never, 
or almost never, have primary stress moved back off them 
by the ASR. The same is true of certain phonological 
sequences that end monomorphemic stems. Thus, in most 
dialects, all trisyllables that end in graphic -oon have final 
stress. Some examples are provided in (21). 

(21) 
3 1 

macaroon 
3 1 brzgadoon 

3 1 
pantaloon 
CltmerDon 
SltskatDon 

3 1 
granfaloon 

This fact can be used to give even stronger support for the 
proposed extension of the ASR to disyllables 0 As noted by 
Emonds and by Kiparsky, whenever there are regularities 
governing words to which the trisyllabic ASR does not apply, 
disyllables will also have final stress. For example, paral
leling trisyllabic words in -oon, which all have final stress, 
we find that all disyllabic words in -oon also have final 
stress. Some examples are given in (22). 

(22) 
1 

pontoon 
1 

lampoon 
1 

harpoon 
1 

monsoon 
1 

cocoon 

1 
raccoon 

1 lagoon 
salbon 

1 dragoon 
doublDon 

1 
poltroon 

1 buffoon 
1 

maroon 
baZZDon 
spittDon 

Similarly, just as trisyllabic adjectives in =ese retain final 
stress, as in the examples in (23a), so the disyllabic adjec
tives in -ese in (23b) are also finally stressed. 

(23) (a) Japan~se (b) Chin~se 
Portugu~se Truk~se 
Javankse Siamkse 
journal~se Malt~se 
Tyrolkse Burmkse 
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The fact that stress retraction in disyllables fails to occur 
under precisely the same conditions under which it fails for 
trisyllables is a generalization that should find formal ex
pression in a descriptively adequate grammar of English. 
This is possible if the ASR is extended as I have suggested in 
(19) and if a lexical redundancy rule like the one stated 
informally in (24) is contained in the grammar. 

(24) All words ending in the morpheme I +8z1 or the pho
nological sequence lonl are [-ASR]. 

Interestingly, cases can also be found where the ASR must 
apply. All words that end in a lax vowel followed by a voiced 
stop must retract the stress from their final syllable. 6 Thus, 
the trisyllabic words in (25a) have undergone stress retrac
tion, as have the disyllabic words in (25b).7 

(25) (a) Be~lzeb~b 
shishkabbb 

(b) nhbbb 
CantAb 
Ahab 

1 3 
Ichabod 
CAlahltd 
kAtydid 

Nimrbd 
1 3 gonad 

mbnad 

1 3 pollywog 
1 3 scalawag 
1 3 chugalug 

1 3 
humbug 
shindig 

1 3 
muskeg 

This fact also supports the revision of the ASR given in (19) 
and necessitates adding to the grammar a redundancy rule 
like that informally expressed in (26). 

(26) All words ending in I [-~sJ [~~~;J I are [+ASR]. 
+VOI 

Paul Kiparsky has observed parallel facts about the phono
logical sequences l'Jfl and linl (class lectures at MIT). 
Thus, the trisyllabic nouns in l'Jfl in (27a) must retract 
stress, as must the disyllables in (27b). 

(27) (a) Rbmanbff 
MalenkDv 
Mblotbv 
Jackendbff 

(b) Litkbff 
Lak5ff 

1 3 
Sl1'lzrnoff 

1 3 
Karloff 

6How this final weak cluster receives primary stress will be discussed 
in § 3 below. 

71 know of only four words that do not conform to the pattern of (25): 
Madrid, kabbb, nawab, and agbg . 
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Similarly, the stress has been retracted from the final 
syllable of the trisyllables in graphic -ine in (2Sa) as well as 
in the disyllables in (2 Sb) . Actually, the redundancy noted 
by Kiparsky about -ine can be generalized: any word ending 
in liCol, except for disyllabic verbS, must retract stress. 
Thus, the trisyllables in (2Sc) exhibit stress retraction, as 
do the disyllables in (2Sd). The words in (2Se) are the 
only true exceptions to this broader generalization that I have 
been able to find. 

(2S) 

pblesdne philisdne (a) 
T~rrendne iodrne 

1 3 
turpentzne valentine 

1 3 1 3 
(b) quznzne supme 

cbrbine titrbine 
1 3 
Alpzne bbvine 

(c) 
1 3 . Whitsuntide samura'l 

alkali 
1 3 'lnjant'lle 

hlibl mkrcandle 
G~mini climomlze 
diatribe crbcodrle 

1 if3 r~concrle sacr'l'lce 
hbmiclde dbmicrle 
bbrmec'tde 

.1 3
l Juven'l e 

1 3 1 3 
cyanUle pantom'lme 

(d) rbbbr cbrbrde 
brbmide bxide 
hrchive 

1 3 
turnp'lke 

1 3 1 3 
ram~'tre ramp'lke 
ump'lre a.lsrke 
1 3 1 3 
emp'lre febr'lle 
1 3 
Argyle chrzisle 

(e) J~ly 
1 

surprzseN 
Bahbi device 
attire advice 

3 1 
d'lsgu'lSeN 

1 
del'lghtN 

1 3 
anodyne 
sbturnrne 
cblumbine 

1 3 
felzne 

1 3 
canzne 

1 3 
vulpme 

l1'laridme 
1 3 parad'lse 

mkrchandlse 
1 3 
enterpr'lse 
1 3 
'lmprOV'lse 

1 3 superv'lse 
1 3 paraszte 

hnthracrte 
plkbiscrte 

nitbrle 
prbiJ,le 
s~nile 

1 3 
gent'lle 
tkxdle 
~xlze 

1 3 
franch'lse 

divideN 
1 aSS'lze 

1 pohte 
contrite 

cbncubrne 
1 3 porcup'lne 

1 . 3 as'ln'lne 

~rudrte 
1 3 exped'lte 
rkcondlte 
sbtellrte 

1 3 
dynamde 
1 3 
aPPet'lte 

1 3 legahze 
lionize 

sa.dre 
1 3 
ysq1f'lre 
efczsfN 
term'lte 
skmrte 
Hittite 

1 3 
bapUze 

divine 
sftblime 
~ntire 
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The fact that there is no stress retraction in such verbs as 
relJ, defy, apply, advise, recline, and excite will be discussed 
in §6.2 below, in connection with rule (95). 

Thus, for trisyllables as well as for disyllables, stress 
retraction is obligatory under the same conditions and im
possible under the same conditions. This fact can be captured 
if the ASR is extended to apply to both types of words, as in 
(19). This extension allows us to dispense with rule [15S] 
entirely8 and makes the stress differences between (17) and 
(lS) a purely unpredictable lexical fact, except where there 
exist such lexical redundancy rules as I have just discussed. 
From now on, therefore, when I refer to the ASR, I will mean 
the extended version of (19). 

3. A New Case for the Main Stress Rule 

3.1. Let us now consider such words as the nouns in (29). 
1 313 13 13 
Amazon ocelot katyd'ld Ichabod 
diad~m Beklzeb£tb bblshevik Mamaron~ck 

(29) 

13 13 1 3 1 3 
daffod'll tomahawk Marrakech albatross 

I assume that these nouns have no internal structure, so that 
their stress cannot be assigned by case (a) of the MSR. Since 

8To the extent that the generalization is valid-that it is only to the 
disyllabic verbs in ate (for which a morphemic analysis can be indepen
dently justified, e.g., vacate, locate, rotate, migrate, gyrate) that stress 
retraction applies--a lexical redundancy rule can be formulated to 
express this fact as a condition upon the applicability of the extended 
ASR. It is my impression, however, that except for verbs in -ate, the 
generalizations that can be found are not worth setting up a rule like 
[158] for. For instance, many, though not all, of the disyllabic adjectives 
in -ose retain final stress, despite the fact that they are bimorphemic. 

3 1 ,3 1 'la ) b 3 lb 1 3 . b 1 ( f b 'd) Compare verbose, Jocose (cf. JOcu r. u ose, mor ose c. mor 1, , 

etc., which retain final stress, with sPtnbse, ftl8se (cf. filament), etc., 
in which stress retraction has occurred. The retraction, therefore, does 
not seem to coincide with analyzability. Also, it would seem that such 

l 3\ 31 31 3131 
words as marzne, saltzne, caffeine (perhaps), extreme, technique, urbane, 
m8tij, etc., should all have morphemic analyses, and yet stress is not 
retracted, as it would be if [158] were in the grammar. Furthermore, 

3 1 
even in the class of words in -ate, there are some exceptions: irate (cf. 
ire), 8rnAte (cf. adorn, ornament), and sedate (cf. sedentary). It seems 
that stress retraction is essentially random, and that whether or not a 
form is morphemically complex has few consequences for predicting its 
stress, so I will not pursue the matter further here. 

-.,1 
i 

i 
:1 
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all end in syllables containing a lax vowel, and since all 
have weak clusters in their penults, case (b) will assign 
primary stress to the antepenult, producing such unacceptable 
intermediate forms as (30a), which will result in the phonetic 
sequence shown in (30b). (The symbol "V" designates the 
lax vowel archiphoneme, and the symbol "V" any vowel. 
Unless specifically marked long with a macron, e.g., :E, ii, 
etc., particular vowels should be understood to be lax.) 

(30) (a) ~mVz~n (b) *[~maz~] 

The final syllable of the words in (29) must somehow receive 
stress, so that the rule of Vowel Reduction will not convert 
the final vowels to [a]. 
1 Observe first that the stress difference between words like 
Amaz6n and Napble3n cannot reside in some difference in the 
feature composition of the final vowel: the underlying form 
of the former must be /a;mVz~n/, and the underlying form 
of the latter must be /nVp~li~n/, because of the related 
adjective Napolebnic, where the underlying quality of the final 
vowel appears under stress. 

The stress difference must be due, therefore, to a differ
ence in the rules applying to the parallel underlying forms. 
Two possible analyses suggest themselves. First, one might 
postulate the existence of a lexically governed rule like (31), 
which would place secondary stress on the final syllable of 
certain idiosyncratically marked lexical items. 

1 

(31) V - [2 stress] / VCoVCo- Co =I/: 

The stress Adjustment Rule would then lower the [2 stress] to 
the phonetically observed [3 stress]. A 1nazon and the other 
words in (29) would be marked to undergo (31), while Napoleon 
and the words in (4) would not. 

A second possible analysis would be to postulate a new 
case of the MSR that placed final stress on certain nouns. 
The ASR, following this new case, could then be applied to 
move the stress back from the final syllable, with automatic 
lowering of the final stress. Thus, the derivation of the 1-3 

1 3 
stress contour of Amazon would exactly parallel that of the 
1-3 stress contour of hi:trricJne and of other words like those 
in (15). Also, since the ASR must be extended so that it 
moves the stress back in disyllables as well as in trisylla-
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bles, as I argued in §2 above, the derivation of the 1-3 stress 
contour of words like those in (32) and (25b) 

(32) 
13 

peon 
chh3s 
Mbh~wk 

ht8ll 
1 3 

Aztec 
1 3 

burlap 

1 3 
Oshkosh 
forl8ng 
Ul1nb 

1 3 

IfO~ 
Omar 

1 3 
mayhem 

would be derived by first assigning final stress by this new 
case of the MSR, which I have stated in (33), 

(33) V - [1 stress] / - Co ]N case (f) 

and by then applying the disyllabic case of the ASR. Thus, 
1 3 '1 3 13 

A mazon would parallel hurricane, and peon would parallel 
1 3 

Argyle. Of course, it would be necessary to mark Amazon 
and Napoleon differently with respect to Rule (31), as well as 
to mark whether a noun is to undergo case (b) of the MSR 
(like Napoleon), or (33), case (f) (like Amazon).9 

1 3 
90ne further, rather ingenious, way to account for the stress of Amazon 

might suggest itself: provide this word and the others in (29) with 
geminate final consonants and a final e in their underlying representa
tions. The derivations would then proceed as follows: 

Underlying form: /ffimVz:mne/ MSR, case (b) 
ffimVz5ne Cluster Simplification 
ffimVz5n e-Elision 
~mVz~n ASR 
1 3] [ffimazan Other Rules. 

Such derivations would require the two rules of Cluster Simplification 
and e-Elision to be placed before the ASR in the rule ordering, but this 
ordering would not cause any problems, as far as I know. 

There is only one argument that I know of against such an analysis, 
and it is rather weak. In order for the final vowel of such words as 
~z6th and Khrltth to have received final stress by case (b), underlying 
representations like /ffiz'J88e/ and /kurffi88e/ would have to be postulated. 
But it seems that elsewhere in English, a general restriction exists that 
prohibits the sequence /88/. For example, although we can infer the 
existence of underlying /tt/, /ss/, /11/, /dd/, and even /zz/ clusters 
from the penultimate primary stress on such trisyllabic nouns as 
spagh~tti, Od~ssa, vanIlla, Aladdin, mu~zzin, there are, to1the best of my 
knowledge, no forms like *spaghkthi, *od~tha, * vanitha , *al~thin, 
*mu~thin, etc., which would constitute one justification for postulating an 

3 1 1 3 
underlying /88/ sequence. (The words Hiawatha and Abernathy, which 
must receive penultimate stress by case (b), can be derived from forms 
containing a tense /re/, which will regularly be shortened in this position 

'\ill 
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3.2. There are two strong arguments I know of for pre
ferring the second analysis to the first, that is, for assuming 
that (33) is a rule of English, but that (31) is not. Note, 
first of all, that there is a large class of nouns with final 
stress, but with a lax vowel in their final syllable. Some 
examples are given in (34). 

(34) Berlin pec~n cad~t sarb~g 
Madrid corral corn~t shebang 
Sukz shell~c batbn Peking 
Queb~c abyss chiffOn meringue 
Brazil ChinOok catarrh gestalt 
Tibkt gaz~lle guit~r foulard 

1 1 , 1 L 1 Ceylon crevasse czgar ucerne 
Such forms must be marked so that case (b) will not apply 

nor, except for the last column in (34), case (e), for if either 
of these cases applied, the nouns in (34) would incorrectly 
receive initial stress. Thus, some rule like (33) must be 
postulated for these forms. 

The second argument for case (f) concerns such words as 
Hottent3t. Since this word has a lax vowel in its final syl
lable, but a strong cluster in its penult, case (b) would incor
rectly produce * HottkntSt. While the first-proposed analysis, 
which contains rule (31), could not avoid this incorrect result, 
the second analysis could. If Hottentot were to receive final 
stress by case (f), the ASR, which retracts stress regardless 
of the phonological composition of the penult, would correctly 
assign primary stress to the first syllable, the stress on the 

-- 3 1 1 3 

[note the impossibility of *[hayaweyea], *[cebarneyeiy]] after the MSR has 
applied.) 

Another indication that /ee/ sequences should be excluded by a mor
pheme structure rule is that the phonetic sequences [Ae] and [Ati] are 
almost unknown in English (the only exceptions I know of are Rutherford 
[in one pronunciation], and southern). Since underlying sequences of the 
form / ... uev ... / will all be converted to [ ... yUwev ... ] or 
[ ... y(twtiV ... ] by the rules of SPE (cf. such words as euthanasia, 
Lutheran, etc.), we could explain the absence of phonetic [Ae] and [Ati] 
by excluding the sequence /ee/ from underlying representations. 

If these argv.ments are correct, the tertiary stress on the final 
syllables of azbth and Kitr~th cannot be due to an underlying final 
sequence /eee/. Thus, another explanation for its stress must be sought. 

1 3 3 1 
The fact that the final vowel of Oregon must be tensed in Oregonian (cf. 
the discussion of this form in § 3.3 below) provides further evidence 
against assuming an underlying /nne/ for this form. 
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final syllable being automatically weakened. The derivation 
would proceed as follows. 

(35) Underlying form: 

MSR case (f) 
ASR 
SAR 

Other rules 

[ h~tVnt~t ]N 
[-case (b)] 
[-case (e)] 

1 
1 
1 3 

1 
2 
3 

h:ltntat . 
There is a fairly large class of words like Hottent3t-

trisyllabic nouns with a 1-3 stress contour-whose final 
vowels are lax and whose penults contain strong clusters. I 
have given a selection of these in (36). 

1 3 
(36), Algernon 

cltmmerbltnd 
1 3 ampersand 
Mackint3sh 
C~vendtsh 
Vanderbilt 
balderdash 
ll' 3 t pa unpses 
1 3 paroxysm 

HackensJck 

S~mark~nd 
h~versJck 
BrDbdingnJg 
1 3 
Arbuthnot 
~bel11'lbsk 

1 3 gubbertush 
1 3 galempung 
1 3 batterfang 

kizilbJsh 
b~rkundJz 10 

lOAt this point, one might object that many of the words in the right 
column of (36) are so infrequent as to impeach any argument based on 
them. I do not find this objection valid. It is a perfectly valid research 
strategy to submit nonsense forms to native speakers and to use their 
phonetic intuitions about such forms as an indication of what phonological 
processes operate in their language. Indeed, it is precisely this type of 
intuition that morpheme structure rules (or conditions) are designed to 
capture. I take it that the forms in the right column are sufficiently 
rare as to effectively constitute nonsense forms for most speakers. 
However, these forms will be given 1-3 stress contours by English 
speakers just as readily as the more familiar forms in the left column, 
a phenomenon I take to be as significant as the fact that English speakers 
can distinguish between possible nonsense forms like [blik] and impos
sible ones like *[bnik]. Thus, it seems irrelevant that some of the words 
I cite as examples are more uncommon than others, unless it can be 
shown that the phonological processes I infer on the basis of these exam
ples are in conflict with those which can be inferred from more everyday 
forms. To the best of my knowledge, this conflict does not exist in the 
case here, or elsewhere in the paper. 

-,1 
I 

I 

II 
il 

I 
1 
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On the basis of the above words and of nouns with final 
stress on lax vowels, like those in' (34), I conclude that 
Rule (33), case (f), must be added to the MSR. Note that any 
noun that is not stressed by case (b) must receive final stress 
by case (f). Thus, if a noun is marked [-case (b)], as the 
nouns in (34) must be, we must also mark it [-case (e)], so 
that case (e) cannot assign penultimate stress. But instead 
of marking all [-case (b)] forms [-case (e)] in addition, I will 
restrict case (e) in (37), the revised version of the MSR, to 
verbs and adjectives. Nouns will only be stressed by case (b) 
or case (f). 

(37) 
[-cnsJ ] - +C o -tns CO NA (a) 

- Co(W) / [-~sJ CO]N (b) 
V - [1 stress] / , 

:6 

]VA (e) 

- CO]N (f) 

3.3. The question that now arises is the following: given 
that both case (b) and case (f) can be used to stress a noun 
whose final syllable contains a lax vowel, is there any general 
way of predicting, from the phonological shape of a noun, 
which case will apply? Above, I showed that, while Napoleon 
must be stressed by case (b), Amazon must be stressed by 
case (f). To be sure, these words must end in the underlying 
sequence / ~n/ , so that the choice of which case to apply 
cannot depend on the final syllable alone. One might believe 
that one of the many other properties that differentiate these 
two words, or the words in (4) from those in (29), might be 
criterional. The following example, however, should con
vince anyone that this choice is not always predictable, for 
it is a perfect minimal pair. 

Consider the word Oregon. In my dialect, it has a 1-3 
stress contour and would therefore have to be stressed 
by case (f). There are dialects, however, in which it is 
produced with a 1-0 stress contour-[5rag{i] phonetically-
and thus it must have been stres~ed 'by c~se (b) in these 
dialects. However, it is not possible that there is any 

[, 
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phonetic distinction in the underlying forms postulated for this 
word in the two dialects, for they both have the adjective 
Oregonian, which indicates that the underlying representation 
in each dialect must be / ~r V g~n/ . Thus, here is a case 
where stress must be assumed to be unpredictable and dis
tinctive. 

However, when we ask where else stress must be lexically 
marked, we find that the final consonant cluster of a noun 
plays a decisive role in determining stress. In general, any 
noun ending in more than one consonant must be stressed by 
case (f). Examples of this regularity can be seen in the words 
in (38), all of which have 1-3 stress contours. 

(38) p~rallax 
~ (, c' ,0 anthrax 

ap'helbps 
1 3 

Cyclops 
cb,tacl~sm 
1 3 
?rgasfl 

",' J asterzsk 

kMsk 
1 . 3 
arunasp 

1 3 
bOO1nerang 

1 3 
mustang 
K~nnebltnk 
P6dltnk 
~val~nche 

1 3 
dzthyra11'zb 
Mmb 

1 3 
He/fal1fmp 
11'lugwump 
cataract 
ins~ct 
nymphol~ptll 

1 3 
transept 
saraband 
~land 
cataNtlt 
cDbalt 
1 3 

Ozark 

( f) 
As far as I know, the only final clusters that do not require 

final stress in nouns are those given in (39):12 

(39) nt, st, ts, ns, rt, rd, rn 

For nouns ending in the above clusters, stress cannot be 
predicted. Whether such a noun will be stressed by case (b) 
or by case (f) must be lexically indicated. In (40a) , I have 
cited nouns that must receive final stress, and in (40b) and 

llIt is immaterial that this word and several others in (38) contain 
more than 'one morpheme. All nouns that end in a consonant cluster 
(with the exceptions to be discussed immediately below) must receive 
final stress, no matter how many morphemes they contain. Thus, any 
analysis of nympholept is beside the point for the purposes of assigning 
stress by the~MSR. 

12There are a number of apparent exceptions to this generalization, 
such as lbz ~nge, L~nSx, mbn~rch, mbUftsk, etc., which do not appear to 
have been stressed by case (f). I will argue in § 3.4 below, however, 
that they have in fact been finally stressed, that stress has been retracted 
by the ASR, and that a Destressing Rule has subsequently removed the 
tertiary stress on the final syllable. There are several real exceptions 
to the generalization-kgypt, for instance. 

The cluster Indl raises special problems, which I will discuss in 
§ 7.1. 
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(40c) I have cited parallel forms that are assigned antepenul
timate or penultimate stress by case (b). 

(40) 
1 3 

(a) sycophant 
1 3 corybant 

1 3 
lop'hodont 
ev~nt 

1 affront 
1 3 

pederast 
P~ntecbst 

11' 3 t pa unpses 
bbmbiist 

Kibbf:ttz 

1 
romance 

1 3 
davenport 
Mbz&rt 

1 3 
Bo~art 
retort 
1 3 

Abelard 
1 3 Bogarde 

1 
foulard 

(b) 
1 0 
elephant 
cbrmor&nt 
c8ven2mt 
~le11'l~nt 
dbcum~nt 
1 0 
Everest 

1 0 14 catalyst 

inh~rit&nce 

(c) opp8nent 13 

lieut~nant 
10 

gzant 
m8m~nt 

1 0 
serpent 

Massachf:tseUs 
Manisch~vitz 
M8ritz 15 

resist&nce 
1 0 

comfort 
cltl'v~rt 
1 0 
expert 
Gfzb~rt 

brc~rd 
cbw&rd 
bast&rd 
Edward (cf, Edwardian) 

13It is irrelevant here that this word is susceptible of analysis into 
stem and affix, so that it could also be stressed by case (a). In § 4.1 
below, I will attempt to show that when case (b) is reformulated correctly, 
it is possible to collapse it with case (a), for it is apparently not the case 
that words with lax affixes are stressed differently than words without 
affixes. 

14Most words in 1st! are stressed by case (f). The only two words 
that I have been able to find in which stress is on the antepenult are given 
in (40b), and I know of no trisyllabic words in 1st! that have penultimate 
stress, Possibly, therefore, the two words in (40b) should be regarded 
as exceptions, although they can be accounted for with exceedingly minor 
modifications in the otherwise necessary apparatus, 

15There are almost no nonplural English words that end in Itsl, except 
for names in -itz, Perhaps the few remaining words should merely be 
treated as exceptions to the generalization that words ending in final con
sonant clusters other than Inti are stressed by case (f), 
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1 ,3 
unzcorn 
1 3 acorn 

lbnt~rn 
lkct~rn 
cist~rn 
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The marginality of contrasts for words ending in the last 
five clusters cannot be overemphasized. The paucity of 
longer words ending in these clusters makes it impossible to 
ascertain whether there is a genuine contrast here between 
cases (b) and (f), It is only when reasonably large numbers 
of contrasts of the type exhibited in (4), which constituted the 
original motivation for case (b), can be found, that one can 
be sure that a given final consonant cluster can be disre
garded by case (b). What evidence I was able to find suggests 
that probably the only consonant cluster meeting this condition 
is /nt/, However, although there are few words having three 
or more syllables and ending in one of the clusters /rt/, /rd/, 
and Irn/, there are· a fair number of stress contrasts like 

13 1013 10 Bogart-Gzlbert, acorn-lantern; I know of no better way of 
handling them than by postulating that the first member of 
each pair is stressed by case (f) and the second by case (b). 
I will therefore reformulate the MSR below in such a way 
that case (b) can apply to nouns ending in all six of the clus
ters given in (39), but this decision is obviously provisional. 

The above considerations suggest that the original formu
lation of the environment for case (b) given in (5) is too 
strong. The words in (38) show that, in general, any noun 
ending in more than one consonant will receive final stress. '~( (~ ) . 
The exceptions to this generalization are the six clusters 6 
of (39), Thus, Co in (5) should be restricted so that it can 
designate, except for these six clusters, at most one conso-
nant. Thus (5) must be replaced by (41): 

(41) 

-,1 
,I 

II 

Ii 
'I 

I 
I 
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However, (41) is not restrictive enough yet, for it turns 
out that not all final consonants can be disregarded by 
case (b)-only dentals and sonorants can. That is, if a word 
ends in a nondental obstruent-one of the sounds {p, b, f, v, 
S, z, C, k, g}16_it must be stressed finally by the MSR, which 
can be seen from the examples in (42) and (43). In (42a), 
(42b), and (42c), I give examples of nouns ending in sonorants 
or dentals that receive final stress (by case (f)), penultimate 
stress (by case (bii)) , and antepenultimate stress case 
(bi)), respectively. 

1 3 
(42) (a) Abraham 

r diad~m 
()v(\;) cardam.bm 

), 1 3 

f),D 1.( L J1~qyhenl 
(( r (/ . Slam 

1 3 
W'lgwam 

1 3 
caravan 
marathbn 

1 3 paragon 
1 3 

sampan 
ik6n 
verihn 

1 3 
samovar 

1 3 
metaphor 
m~tebr 
1 3 
Igor 
1 3 
Agar 

't
1 

guzar 

alcoh6l 
parall~l17 

1 3 
da/fodzl 

1 
gazelle 

1 0 
(b) amalgam 

dec8rEml 
c~rborltndEtJ11 
bals&m 
.1 t 0 Je ,sam 
har~m 

Pos~idgn 
3 1 0 

Waukegan 
WlsconsYn 

1 0 
Byron 

1 0 serm,on 
Ed~n 
3 1 0 

October 
att~ind~r 
sem~st~r 

1 0 
czpher 

1 0 
manor 

1 0 
sphzncter 

ut~nsYl 
e~m~l 

1 0 
ap~ar~l 
brothel 

(c) m8dicEtm 
1 . 0 

marjoram 
1 .0 
opzum 
al~minilm 

1 0 
strategem 
idigm 

ali~n 
Sarac~n 

1 0 
cznnamon 
d~niz~n 

1 • 0 
pemmzcan 

1 • 0 garrzson 
1 0 
znteger 

I
l

. 0 
ca zper 
1 0 

Oliver 
1 0 

vznegar 
bachelSr 
id8lat~r 

1 . 0 l caP'lto 
arsen2tl 
c8dicYl 

1 0 
funeral 

16Words ending in [r] will be discussed separately below. 
17The question of whether this word is basically a noun or is deadjec

tival as a noun is of no importance here. Note that parallel has a 1-3 
stress whether it is an adjective or a noun. Below, 1 will show that 
case (f) must be extended to apply to all major categories, so the fact 
that parallel has the same stress no matter how it is used will be 
accounted for. 
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bt3ZZ 
d~c~l 
1 3 

Endicott 
schttiebfttt 
baccar~t 
sbvss~t 

1 3 
boycott 
dlt~t 
1 3 
Ichabod 
kat did 

1 y 3 

Galahad 
1 3 

gonad 
Nimr6d 
n8m~d 

1 3 
sassafrass 
albatr6ss 
blhnderbftss 
chb3s 

1 
abyss 

1 
morass 
1 3 
Alcatraz 
alvel3z 
bltrkundftz 

1 3 
topaz 
si1kz 
Nidch~z 
1 . 3

th ops'lma 
sbbbabth 
nitprapftth 
Kltrath 
az3th 
D~rl~th 

1 0 
mongrel 

1 0 
symbol 

3 1 0 
Narragansett 
N~ntask~t 
P~wtltck~t 
phSt 

1 0 
carpet 
P8~t 

MohAmm~d 
b · 1 °d zcuspz 

drltfd 
DAv~d 
p,l/ia 

1 0 
menzscus 

1 0 
Charybdzs 

1 0 
papyrus 
sh2ts 

1 0 
surface 

1 0 . 
porpozse 

Fernltnd~z 
Ramtr~z19 

10 
golzath 
beh~mgth 

kdfth 
bismEtth 
z~n~th 

cannib2tl 
h8sPit&l 
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Conn~cticilt 
idigt 
LizzipEtt 
TfticEtt 
chltrigt 
ch~viSt 
1 

Ili&d 
1 .0 d 

J1prza 0 

pyramzd 
1 .Od 

~erwo 
znvalzd 
tAban~d18 

1 0 
syllabus 
rhtn8cergs 

1 0 
PrzajJUs 
abacfts 

1 0 geneszs 
1 . 0 
anzmus 

azimEtth 
shibbol~th 
Ezizab~th 

18Contrasts with words ending in /d/ are exceedingly rare: most 
words get final stress. The eleven words 1 have cited here are the only 
ones 1 know of that appear to be stressed by case (b). 

191 have not been able to find any words ending in /z/ with antepenulti
mate stress, or any except Spanish names like those cited here which 
have penultimate stress. Thus, the contrast between cases (b) and (f) 
seems to be very marginal for voiced dental obstruents. 

l! 
I 
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The contrast in stress between the words in the first 
column and those in the second two shows that case (b) must 
be able to disregard final sonorants and dental obstruents. 
In (43), however, there are no columns that would correspond 
to (42b) and (42c): all words that end in a nondental obstruent 
must receive final stress .20 

(43) hlt d' 3 BAnder snatc h MamAron~ck n'tcap 
I 3 

tsArevitch tbmaMwk lollypop 
I k ,3 Bblshev1k w'tc'tup 

~ldritch I 3 
shltmr6ck Carnap 

I 3 sAndwich I 3 satrap kayak 
b~b6p nhthatch I 3 

kopeck 

Be~lzeb£tb I 3 
pollywog 

shishkabbb I 3 
scalawag 

bAobab I 3 
demagog 

nhbbb I 3 muskeg 
Chnt~b I 3 

sh'tnd'tg 
Ah~b I 3 

humbug 

jistic£tff shccot~sh 
I 3 

mhckintbsh shandygajf 
Jackend6ff bbJderdash 
Lak6ff 

I 3 
Oshkosh 

I 3 WAbash pontiff 
pil~f I 3 

goulash 
1 3 I 3 

Yugoslav camouflage 
I 3 3 I 

cytoflav sabotage 
rbtan~v pI 'fl3 ers't age 

1 3 I 
Negev garage 
I 3 3 I Azov montage 

3 1 
Arpege 

The only remaInIng consonant-final segment is (J]. There 
are several puzzling problems connected with this segment. 

2<There are a large number of apparent exceptions to this generaliza-
, 10 10 10 10 10 

bon, e.g., Arab, cherub, syrup, hammock, havoc, etc. These words will 
be treated the same way as the apparent exceptions in fn. 12. Cf. § 3.4 
below. 

3 There Ire also a number of true exceptions, such as Passaic, 
Willim~nt'tc, PotJm~c, etc. 1 will list all exceptions to my final formula
tion of case (b) in § 3.4 below. 
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First of all, no polysyllabic word ending in [ [-~sJ J] ever 

has stress on the final syllable-that is, final [J] is always 
preceded by [a]. Second, there are alternations between [J] 
and [z], which also appear to involve the length of the pre
ceding vowel. Compare the words in (44a) with their alter
nants in (44b). 

(44) (a) mhcil~ge [myiiwsl!z] (b) mhsil~ge [myfiwslgr] 
3 1 [ t- X] 3 t 1 , [3 t ly ]'21 prest'tge pres Iyz. pres 'tgwus pres I]aS ' 

Finally, there are no final sequences of the form *[ ... ~z], 
which strongly suggests that, in final position at least, [z] and 
[rJ are realizations of the same underlying segment. But 
which of the two is basic and under what conditions the more 
basic segment is converted to the less basic22 are problems 
that I have not solved and can only indicate here. Thus, the 
revision of the environment for case (b) that I will propose 
below will not account for stress contrasts like those between 
ptlgrim8ge and advant8ge, although on the face of it, it would 
seem that this contrast is a paradigm example of case (b) 
at work. 

To sum up, then, the contrast in stress between (38) and 
(40) indicates that, with the exception of words ending in the 
six clusters in (39), any noun ending in a consonant cluster 
must receive final stress by case (f) of the MSR. Further
more, all words that end in nondental obstruents must also 
be stressed by case (f), as the contrast in stress between 
(42) and (43) shows. That is, stress in nouns is only un-

211 am grateful to James D. McCawley for calling this example to my 
attention. Note that though the quality of the stressed syllable of 

pr~stlgious would suggest an underlying form /prestiz/, this form would 

produce the incorrect [pr~stiyz] if the vowel shift were allowed to apply 
to this word. As far as 1 know, there are no words in English containing 

the phonetic subsequences *[ ... ay{~} ... ] or *[ ... aw{~} ... ], which 

suggests that the Vowel Shift Rule must be prevented from applying before 
palatal continuants for some totally mysterious reason. 

22More precisely, the fact that [z] appears when mucilage has tertiary 
stress on the final vowel, whereas [1] appears when the final vowel bears 
no stress, is related to the stress differences between these two variant 
pronunciations; however, it is not clear what accounts for the stress 
alternations. For some tentative suggestions, cf. the discussion of 
adjective in' § 7.1. 
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predictable when the noun ends in the sounds informally 
characterized in (45). 

(45) 

~l [-ObS]!Jl 
[
+cor] 
+ant 1 

{~} t 
r {~} 

{~} s 

In the following, for lease of exposition, I win. refer to 
this unnatural and cumbe'rsome class with the symbol "C'b." 
It designates that word-final class of sounds to which case (b) 
ca:Q apply to assign nonfinal stress in nouns. For nouns 
ending in anything but Cb, final stress is mandatory. There
fore, the unpredictability of stress that I called attention 
to above in the case of Oregon can be limited to those nouns 
which end in Cb, as Oregon does. For these nouns, stress 
must be marked lexically, but for all others it is predictably 
final. Thus, we must reformulate (41) as (46). 

(46) - [-ins] (Cb) ] N 

Cb must be parenthesized in (46) in order to account for the 
stress on words like Am~rica, Al~ska, Arizbna, which end 
in a lax vowel. Interestingly, no word ending in a lax vowel 
is ever stressed by case (f), a fact presumably to be accounted 
for by a redundancy rule. I will return to the topic of redun
dancy rules in § 10. 

3.4. Let us now return to the problem of how stress is 
to be assigned to the large class of words like those in (47). 

1 0 1 0 h~mmgck (47) wallop spznach 
dbllSp bltttSck 
Phh~p stbm&ch 
trbUSp d~rr~ck 

1 0 
hiuSck sttrrup 

1 0 D~r~k syrup 
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1 0 1 0 
scallop Erzk 

1 0 haddSck bzshop 
1 0 

cassSck hyssop 
1 0 1 0 
Arab crannog 
ch~r1lb 
scarab 
sh~rfff radfsh 

1 0 r~lfsh tariff 
1 0 serif n~bb~sh 

bl~ve 

cblllmn mbn&rch 
1 0 

challenge 
mbllllsk 

1 0 1 0 
°ra:;ge onyx 

damask lozenge LknSx 

Note that all these words, since they do not end in Cb, 
would necessarily receive final stress by case (f). If the 
ASR were to apply, and then the SAR, the words would all 
end up incorrectly with 1-3 stress contours, as can be seen 
from the derivation in (48). 

(48) Underlying form: /cerceb/ 

1 case (f) 
1 2 ASR 
1 3 SAR 

* [ckr&b] 

In general, such phonetic sequences as [~r&b] are impos
sible in English, so I propose to complete the derivation of the 
correct [~r~b] by adding a rule of Destressing, which will 
remove all traces of the original final stress in such words as 
those in (47), so that their final vowels will reduce. This rule 
is stated in (49). ( 

(49) DESTRESSING 

[

-cns ] 
[-stress] / -tns C6-

. a stress [=~:: J-
{3 stress 

where a > {3 

This rule can explain
l 

the difference in stress contour 
between Middles3x and Ess~x. Since [ks] is not in Cb, the 

l! 
I 

I 

I 
LI 

i! 

Ii 

1 

I, 
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final syllable, /seks/, of each of these words will receive 
primary stress. The ASR will then retract this primary 
stress in both words. At this point, rule (49) will apply to 

• I 0 
remove the secondary stress on the fInal syllable of Essex, 
since a stressed weak cluster immediately precedes it, but 
the secondary (ultimately tertiary) stress on the final syllable 
of Middles~x will remain. 

I have stated rule (49) in such a way that it will not only 
destress final syllables but also syllables earlier in a word. 
That this destressing is necessary was pointed out by Paul 
Kiparsky,23 who noted that the rule should be made general 
enough to account for such alternations as those in (50), 
which were cited in SPE, page 161. 

341. [ 3 4!. ] 301. 3 0 1 
(50) presentatwn frlyzen;eysv - Presentatwn [prezvteysv] 

3 4 d1 t . [- 4 d- X] 3 0 d1 t . [3 0 1 ] emen a wn Iymen eY/jV - emen a wn eml,1deysv 

Assuming that the alternate forms of present, emend, relax, 
progress, and so on, with tense or lax initial vowels, have 
been accounted for, either by rule or by entering these words 
with different allomorphs of their prefixes in the lexicon, the 
contrasts in (50) could be accounted for by rule (49). If the 
prefix contained a lax vowel at the time rule (49) applied, 
rule (49) would destress the second vowels of the forms in 
(50), and the right-hand-column forms would result. 

James L. Fidelholtz, in his compendious and important 
paper "Vowel Reduction in English," was the first to notice 
the contrasts between such words as those in (51), which 
provided the original impetus for rule (49). 

1 0 1 0 
(51) Arab [rerab] 

1 3 1 3] eyrab [eyrreb 
cantZtb [klimt&b] 

Working within the framework of SPE, Fidelholtz assumed 
the version of case (b) stated in (5). Thus, for him it was not 

1 0 ' 
the stress pattern of words like A rab that constituted a 
problem, but rather that the last syllables of words like 

1 3 1 3 • Cantab and eyrab and those In (25b) were unreduced. Noting 
that all words with unexplained tertiary stress had strong 
initial clusters, Fidelholtz proposed a rule that performed the 

23In lectures at MIT in the spring of 1968. 
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inverse operation of rule (49): it assigned tertiary stress 
to the final syllable" of words whose first syllable was strong. 

There are two reasons why I have chosen rule (49) in 
preference to the solution proposed by Fidelholtz. The first 
has to do with the definition of Cb. As I argued above, all 
words that end in a nondental obstruent must receive final 
stress by case (f). Since Arab meets this condition, it should 
be finally stressed. To modify the definition of Cb so that 
the sequence /reb/ could be disregarded by the MSR in apply
ing case (b) to such words as Arab, but not when applying it 
to such words as baobab and Cantab, would produce a highly 
complicated and unnatural MSR. A second, more important, 
reason for preferring rule (49) to Fidelholtz's solution is 
that only the former can account for the 1-0 stress contours 
of such verbs and adjectives as those in (52): 

(52) 
1 0 

(a) haggard 
hbn~st 
mbd~st 
mbd~rn 
sbl~mn 
sthbbSrn 

1 0 
(b) chilllenge 

1 0 
sfa~enge 

govern 
warr2tnt 
b~l&nce 

Since these forms end in strong clusters, case (e) would 
incorrectly assign final stress, as ,Chomsky and Halle note 
on page 162 of SPE. But if the grammar contains rule (49) 
and an ASR that can shift stress back in disyllables, the 1-3 
stress contour that will be produced bl the application of the 
ASR and the SAR to such forms as solemn will be converted 
to the correct 1-0 contour by rule (49). That is, the deriva
tion of sbl~mn would proceed as follows: 

(53) Underlying form: /s::>lemn/ 

1 MSR (eii) 
12 ASR 
13 SAR 
1 0 Destressing 
1 0 

[salam] Other rules 

I thus conclude that rule (49) is to be preferred to the 
secondary stressing rule proposed by Fidelholtz. Rule (49) 
is a very general process, but it does, as do almost all rules 

li 
1 

• 
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of English,24 have a number of exceptions. An exhaustive list 
of all those 1 know is given in (54) .. 

(54) bdt,lt Ch~m~x hitbbt,b 
1 3 1 3 1 3 product Kravif syr'tnx 
1 3 bz3th 1 3 process larynx 

1 3 Wabash 1 3 annex pharynx 
1 3 1 3 

cbn'l1n~nt Athol h'tccough 
1 3 1 3 
autopsy aff'tx 

3.5. To give some idea of how successful the set of rules, 
including the modified version of case (b) stated in (46), 
case (f), and Destressing, is in accounting for the facts of 
primary-stress placement, 1 have given in (55) an exhaustive 
list of all nouns that these three rules assign incorrect stress 
contours to. Any noun that does not end in Cb but that has an 
unstressed final syllable not preceded by a weak cluster is 
an exception. 

(55) Rbderfck 
I ((> ,'[ m~ver~ck 

,)::'_}-1 

1 0 
1.] lzmer'tck 

I'; \Po tbmac 
1 0 

phoen'tx 
NAtfck 

1 0 forceps 

JacSb 
1 0 
Isaac 
Cbl~b 

1 0 
Joseph 
1 0 

Enoch 
~un:ich 

1 0 
Egypt 
bhilfff 
pZbintvf 
titlfp 
.1

l
op JU e 

1 0 
catsup 

1 0 
worsh'tp 

1 0 
turn'tp 
DltnlSp 

1 0 
Northrop 

1 0 
W'tnthrop 

1 0 Norfolk 

To be sure, this number of exceptions is not negligible, 
but the number of nouns whose stress contours are correctly 
accounted for by restricting Cb to sonorants and dentals is 
many times this list, so 1 will proviSionally assume that the 
definition of Cb given in (45) is a linguistically significant one, 
and 1 will incorporate it into the reformulation of the MSR 
that 1 will propose in § 10. 

4. Consequences of Case (f) 

4.1. The addition of case (f) to the MSR occasions a 
number of other changes in the MSR. First of all, let us re-

24Exceedingly important for the theory of grammar is the fact that 
some phonological rules, such as the rule that tenses vowels prevocal
ically and the related rule of glide insertion, have no exceptions. I will 
explore some consequences of this constraint in a forthcoming paper, 
"English Vowel Non-sequences." 
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examine a possible simplification that was considered but 
rejected in SPE. It concerns the possibility of collapSing 
cases (a) and (b). On page 81 of SPE, Chomsky and Halle 
say (I have used square brackets for my own parenthetical 
comments), 

The similarity of these examples [adjectives with suffixes like those 
given in (8) above-JRR] to those of (18) [verbs like (1) above-JRR] 
(24) [nouns like (4) above-JRR] and (42) [adjectives like (7) above
JRR] is evident, and we therefore would naturally expect that the 
Main Stress Rule (25) [like my rule (6)-JRR] would account for 
[these examples] with at most minor modifications. Notice, in fact, 
that rule (25) would account for these examples directly if we were 
to extend condition (b) of (25) [= case (b)] to adjectives as well as 
nouns. We cannot simply do this, however, for consider the effect 
on the examples of (42), in particular those of column III. [These 
are the words absurd, corrupt, immense, abstract, robust, overt, 
august, succinct, occult, direct.] If these are assigned stress by the 
noun rule (25b), stress will fall on the first syllable.29 [Footnote 29 
deals with adjectives like honest, modern, and haggard, and pro
poses to label them as exceptions to the MSR, since they end up with 
initial stress, despite the fact that they end in a strong cluster. 
But, as I argued above, if my rule (49) is in the grammar, such 
adjectives become regular. -JRR] Similarly, the examples of 
column IV of (42) [consisting of the words manifest, resolute, 
derelict, difficult, moribund, comatose, saturnine, retrograde, lach
rymose, erudite] with final double consonant require the verb rule 
(25e) [= case (e)], rather than the noun rule (25b), to account for the 
tertiary stress on the final syllable. 

We conclude, then, that the adjectives of (43) [adjectives with 
suffixes, like those in (8) above] are subject to the noun rule, while 
those of (42) are not. The basis for the distinction of these two 
classes is evident: the examples of (42) are primary adjectives, 
unanalyzable into stem plus adjectival suffix, while those of (43) are 
secondary adjectives, formed by adding a suffix to a stem. Thus 
primary adjectives are assigned stress by the verb rule (25e), while 
secondary adjectives are assigned stress by the noun rule (25b). 

Thus, Chomsky and Halle reject the possibility of allowing 
the environment of case (b) to be stated so that it will apply to 
adjectives as well as to nouns, as in (56), 

(56) - [-~s] CO ]NA 

• because this formulation would allow the derivation of such 
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• 1 0 1 OIl 0 1 'b 0 d Incorrect forms as *succmct, *occult, *dere 'lct, *mor'l un . 
But, as I argued in §3.3 above, the Co in (56) must be replaced 
by Cb, as defined in (45); otherwise such incorrectl

A 
stressed 

10 10 10 1 d nouns as *precznct, *cobalt, *cataract, *cummerb n would 
also result. That is, case (b) of SPE could not be extended 
to apply to adjectives because the formulation of this case 
as given in SPE is too inclusive, even for nouns. If Co in 
(56) is replaced by Cb, the true parallel between the stress 
contours of the adjectives in (57a) and the nouns in (57b) 
becomes apparent. 

(57) (a) absltrd 
1 corrupt 

, 1 
unmense 
abstrAct 
robltst 
ovkrt 

1 august 
succinct 
occhlt 
dirkct 
m~nif~st 
dkrelict 
di!ficitlt 
moribitnd 

1 
(b) petard 

1 3 transept 
1 romance 

ins~ct 
1 3 gymnast 

desskrt 
1 repast 

pr&clnct 
reshlt 

1 3 prefect 
1 3 anapest 
ltnal~ct 
vAnderbilt 
chmmerbitnd 

There is one systematic difference between the adjectives 
of (57a) and the nouns of (57b): disyllabic adjectives typically 
do not retract stress by the ASR (cf. §6.6 below for some 
discussion of this fact), whereas the applicability of the ASR 
to a disyllabic noun is not generally predictable. Otherwise, 
however, the generalization for nouns and adjectives is clear: 
if a noun or an adjective does not end in Cb, final stress 
is mandatory. 

Thus, it would appear that the argument given in the pas
sage quoted above is invalid and that case (b), amended so 
as to specify Cb in its environment, can be used to account 
for the stress .·of adjectives ending in a suffix, such as those 
in (8). 

Moreover, extending case (b) to all adjectives has an added 
advantage, for under case (a) there are many adjectives whose 
stress can only be accounted for by postulating the existence 
of otherwise unmotivated morpheme boundaries. An example 
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is ~dequ&te, which must be analyzed lredVkw + Vt/, if case (a) 
is to apply. And case (a) would have to be the case of the 
MSR that is operating here, for, if case (e) were to apply, 
the incorrect *adkqu&te would be produced. Thus, the stress 
contrast between hdequ8te and decrkpft is only accountable 
for, under the analysis proposed in SPE, by the device of 
assuming a morphological analysis for the former, but not 
for the latter, word. This proposal again amounts to marking 
stress with the symbol "+," a device I consider no more 
justifiable for the pair Mequ8te -decrkpft than for the stress 
difference between the nouns in (17) and those in (18). More
over, I believe that in both cases it is possible to give a 
more satisfactory analysis of the stress difference than the 
one proposed in SPE ,25 I will, however, defer this reanalysis 
until I have taken up the matter of how verbs are to be 

'I stressed, which will be the topic of §4.3 below. 
Notice also that the device of assuming an otherwise un

motivated morpheme boundary, as in adequate, must be 
resorted to in a large number of cases, Some examples are 
given in (58). 

(58) (a) accurate, profligate, intricate, adequate, obsti
nate 

(b) impudent, indigent, succulent, patient, salient, 
feculent, esculent, diligent, exigent, cogent, an
cient, opulent, sapient, lambent, imminent, 
immanent, decent, recent, strident, lenient, pru
rient, e surient , silent, truculent, latent, patent, 
renitent, frequent 

(c) stagnant, pregnant, mendicant, extravagant, 
arrogant, insouciant, brilliant, flamboyant, poi-

25Aside from the fact that the analysis in SPE must rely on ad hoc 
morpheme boundaries to assign stress correctly to such words as 
adequate, there are two fairly clear cases where what seem to be well
motivated morpheme boundaries must be disregarded, in order to prevent 
case (a) from incorrectly assigning antepenultimate stress: the words 

1 0 4t '1 0 Z' t) t ' t' d illicit (Cl. license) and explicit (cf. exp tca e. It canno be mam arne 
that stress can never be placed on the prefixes in- and ex- as la result 
of some special following boundary, because of such words as impgtent 
and ~xquislte, where stress does appear on these prefixes. In § 4.3, I will 
suggest reasons for positing lin+lik+itel as the underlying form for 
illicit, where the final lei will cause the tense underlying Iii in the stem 
to lax before dropping. 
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gnant, exuberant, flagrant, fragrant, reluctant, 
truant 

(d) obstreperous, papaverous, nidorous, ubiquitous, 
furfurous, sedulous, orgulous, invidious, insid
ious, punctilious, egregious, fastidious, perni
cious, precarious, nefarious, coPious, impetuous, 
deciduous, arduous, indigenous, serious, hid
eous, vicarious, deleterious, s pu r io us, sur
reptitious, pre vi 0 us, lascivious, meticulous, 
boisterous, exiguous 

(e) gordian, quotidian, ogygian, permian, alburnian, 
riparian, milesian, lacertian, cerulean 

It seems to me to be totally gratuitous to assume that 
English speakers must analyze the words in (58) into stem + 
affix in order to determine their stress. Rather, the correct 
generalization about stress on adjectives appears to be that 
stated in (59), 

(59) All adjectives ending in [-~s] {[ ~~~tS l} are stressed 

by case (b). All others receive final stress. 

4.2. Thus, (59) suggests that case (b) should be formulated 
to apply to both nouns and adjectives, although in slightly 
different ways. For nouns whose final vowel is lax, those 
which end in a sonorant or any dental (and the clusters speci
fied in (45)) can be non-finally stressed. For adjectives 
whose final vowel is lax, only a subset of the dentals, namely, 
I sl and It I and the single cluster Inti, can be disregarded 
in assigning nonfinal stress by case (b), Furthermore, while 

stress is not predictable. for nouns ending in [-ins] (Cb) , if 

an adjective ends in a permitted group, stress is never final: 
the adjective must be stressed by case (b) .26 

2e:r know of only seven real exceptions to (59) (but cf. (62) below): the 
1 1 1331 1 1 3 

adjectives bizarre, remiss, parallel, intent, content, nonchalant, and 
wa.yw~rd. The stress on the first three words will presumably have to be 
lexically marked. The analysis of parallel into [prerre[lel]S]A, which is 
proposed on p. 101, is not independently justifiable, as far as I know. 
Thus, the stress contour on this word must be regarded as irregular. 

There are three large classes of adjectives that constitute apparent 
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To see that the only consonant cluster that can be dis
regarded in adjectives by case (b) is Inti, as in the forms in 
(58b) and (58c), compare the nouns in (40b) and (40c), which 
have non final stress, with the adjectives in (60), which all 
must have been stressed by case (f). 

(60) 
1.3 31 3 1 1 

manifest, robust, august, aghast 
. 1 1 1 3 27 znertJ alert, malapert 
1 .;j 27 3 1 tilczturn, forlorn 

absltrd 

As was pointed out in §3.4 above, the words in (61) consti
tute only apparent counterexamples to (59), for rule (49), 
Destressing, would remove all stress on the final syllable, 
if case (f) and the ASR had applied, 

1 0 1 0 
modest, honest 

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 bO modern, azurn, stubborn, au urn 
(61) 

1 0 haggard 
lftvfsh 

The five words in (62) are also not accounted for by (59) 
and rule (49), 

1 0 1 0 1 ° (62) (a) forward, awkward, stalwart 
1 0 1 ° (b) earnest, perfect 

but it may be possible to amend rule (49), so that vowels 
will be destressed if an optional glide follows the C6 specified 
in the rule, and to order rule (49) after the rule that converts 
the sequence lerCI to the sequence [t1'C]. If the first possi
bility can be realized, the words in (62a) will cease to be 
exceptional, and if the. suggested rule ordering can be main
tained, the words in (62b) will no longer be exceptional. How
ever, I have not studied the wider implications of these 
revisions enough to know whether they will cause complica-

counterexamples to (59)-adjectives in -ic, -id, and -ive. I would concur 
with Chomsky and Halle in deriving the suffix -ic from an underlying 
/ik+rel/ (cf. p. 88). Below, in §4.3, I will attempt to justify deriving -id 
from a disyllabic under lying representation. In § 7.1 I will take up the 
difficult matter of how adjectives in -ive are to be stressed, in connection 
with the discussion of case (c). 

271 assume that the final syllables of the words malapert and taciturn 
must have some stress, because the consonants preceding them are 
aspirated, which only happens pretonically, 

1! 
I 
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tions elsewhere. In any case, the number of exceptions 
to (59) is very small. . 

If I have been correct in arguing that (59) is the correct 
generalization for stress in adjectives, then cases (a) and (b) 
of the MSR need not be distinguished, except insofar as the 
classes of final consonants that can be disregarded in 
assigning nonfinal stress to the two categories are not the 
same. The fact that Cb for adjectives-that is, the class of 
sounds specified in (59)-is a subset of Cb for nouns (I will 
designate these classes as Cb(A) and Cb(N) , respectively) 
is specifiable with the help of the angled bracket notation. 
I will defer a formal statement of this regularity until §4.4 
below. The fact that SPE specifies that affixes beginning 
with a consonant can be disregarded in applying case (a) 
(to produce establishn'l~nt, etc.) will be discussed in §8. 
This apparent difference between cases (a) and (b) can thus 
be sidestepped, and the two cases collapsed. 

But what of the stress on nouns ending in affixes, such as 
those in (63)? 

(63) (a) inh~rit8nce (b) 
bltri8l 

1 b ,0 oppro r'lum 
ld'o t gra 'len 

lltbric8nt 
reb~lliSn 

ll'tO serv'l 'l y 

contriv8nce 
1 betrayal 

decbrum 
1 0 opponent 

assailant 

(c) indep~nd~nce 
transf~rr8l28 
add~ndilm 

1 0 correspondent 
1 0 defendant 

All the words in (63) end in Cb(N), and all must be assigned 
stress by case (b). Apparently, stress is never final, although 

28The noun-forming affix -al raises some problems of considerable 
theoretical interest. Apparently it can only occur after the phonetic 

sequence [[+VtOC ] (r-vocJ) [+cns]~ ] (that is, there are words like 
+s ress L-cns 

10 10 10.10 10 10 10 
betrothal, refUsal, betrayal, d'lsavowal, acquittal, dismissal, rebuttal, 

10 1 1 1 10 
reff{rr~l, oetc., b'ft none like *fcceptal, *resistal, *convinceal, *fidgetal, 
*prom'lssal, *abandonal, *developal, etc. The only exceptions to this 
generalization that I have in my dialect are the words rental, reversal, 
dispersal, and rehearsal). This situation suggests either that the affix 
must be added to a word after stress has been assigned (in fact, if 
dismiss and rebut can be argued to end in geminate obstruents, it cannot 
be added before the rule of Cluster Simplification), or that there must be 
phonetic output conditions on the well-formedness of words. I will return 
to this interesting topic in § 9. 

--,.--
I 
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it is not in general predicta"ble whether a noun that ends 
in Cb(N) will be stressed finally or nonfinally (witness the 
contrasts in (40)), if the noun ends in an affix containing 
a lax vowe1.29 Since this generalization can be captured in a 
redundancy rule, I propose to dispense with case (a) al
together. Thus, in Part II, where the MSR will be given its 
final formulation, I will make no mention of affixes. The 
redundancy rule will also be stated in Part II. 

4.3. Let us now reconsider the problem of how verbs are 
to be assigned primary stress. Chomsky and Halle have 
proposed that the MSR should assign either penultimate or 
final stress to all verbs, and have formulated in case (e) 
(cf. (2) above) a rule that will have this effect. They thus 
claim that, although nouns may have stress assigned on any 
one of the last three syllables, verbs may not be stressed 
on the antepenultimate syllable. 

There are two fairly clear counterexamples to this claim
the verbs j~ttisSn and mbnitSr. Even if it can be maintained 
that the last verb is denominal, a possibility for which there 
seems to be no independent evidence, no such possibility 
exists for j~ttisSn. These examples suggest that case (b) 
should be extended to stress all major categories. That is, 
just as the nouns in (64b) and (64c), by virtue of the strong 
syllables in their penults, receive penultimate, instead of 
antepenultimate, stress, so the verbs in (65b) and (65c) 
receive penultimate stress. 

(64) 

(65) 

() 
1 , 0 

a ven'lson 
1 0 
'lnteger 
arsenal 
mbdicftm 

(a) j~ttisSn 

(b) horizSn 
Octbb~r 
adr~nal 
decbrftm 

(b) emblazSn 

1 0 
maneuver 
reconnbit~r 
, 1, lO 'lnve'lg e 
bambbozl~ 

(c) PhlogistSn 
SePtkmb~r 
utkns~l 
memorandftm 

(c) abandSn 
det~rm~ne 
rem~mb~r 

29There are very few exceptions to this claim. The word prbtestJmt, 
which probably is one, will be discussed in § 7.1. Furthermore, there 
are certain affixes, such as -on, which sometimes bear stress (cf. 
pher0men{m, el~ctr6n [the derivation of the stress contour on this word 
will be discussed in §7.1]). 
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The above examples suggest that case (b) is applicable 
to verbs (immediately below I will argue that there are many 
more verbs with the antepenultimate stress than one would 
expect if this case of the MSR applied to verbs), and, since 
adjectives can be stressed by case (b) (indigent, familiar, 
etc.) or by case (f) (bizArre, agbg ) , one might also expect 
to find verbs that receive their stress by case (f). In fact, 
many such verbs exist. A sample is given in (66). 

(66) (a) equip ab&t amAss Ambltsh 
kidnJp abh,t car~ss 
hbbn6b rebh,t harAss 
dem8b regr~t poss~ss 

forg~t embbss 

(b) succh,mb 

1 1 
acqu'lt nonplus 
omit redr~ss 
combAt sur~As s 
rev~t deh'lsce 
bes~t 
bbyc6tt 
marAud 

1 
beg'ln reb~l 

exc~l 
1 

appal 
cltterwttul 

attack 
rZtnsAck 
highjZtck 
bf:tshwhJck 

1 
rfneg~ 
pettyfog 

1 3 lollygag 

1 
aver 
de1nf:tr 
int~r 
det~r 

Unless these verbs were to be derived from underlying 
forms containing a geminate final cluster, an analysis for 
which no independent evidence exists (except possibly for 
rebut-cf. fn. 28), case (e) would incorrectly assign penulti
mate stress to them. However, if case (f) is extended to apply 
to verbs, as well as to nouns and adjectives, primary stress 
can be correctly placed on the final syllable. The ASR will 

1 3 
then regularly retract the stress on the three verbs caterwaul, 
lbllyg~g, and P~ttYfJg, and will apply exceptionally to a small 
set of disyllabic verbs like ambush and bushwhack to retract 
their stress as well. These verbs will have to be lexically 
marked, for, as is the case with disyllabic adjectives, stress 
is normally not retracted in disyllabic verbs (cf. (95) below).30 

301 propose that the two pronunciations of the verb harass, i.e., 
[h} 4s] and [hfurgs], be accounted for, not by assuming an underlying 
final geminate for the first, although not for the second pronunciation 
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We have seen, then, that the verbs in (66) can be stressed 
by case (f) and those in (65) by case (b). Why must there be 
a case (e) at all? Verbs that end in strong clusters, like 
cajble and lam~nt, can be stressed by case (f), instead of 
by case (e), and it could be argued that disyllabic verbs with 
1-0 stress contours, like those in (67), 

(67) 
1 0 

gOSS'lP 
1 0 

wallop 
1 0 

gallop 

cr~dft 
~d~t 

1 0 
f'ldget 
cbv&t 

1 0 
plummet 
visft 

1 0 pwot 
m~r~t 
vbm~t 

1 0 
prof'lt 
zimft 

1 0 
prom'lse 

1 0 
menace 

1 0 
preface 
sbl&ce 

1 0 
prem'lse 

vAnfsh 
1.0 

f'ln'lsh 
r~l~sh 

1 0 manage 

1 0 
frol'lC 
rbll~ck 

should be derived not by case (e), but by the sequence 
case (f)-ASR-Destressing. 

There is, however, a class of words that seems to require 
the retention of case (e): verbs with more than two syllables 
whose penult, though containing a weak cluster, bears main 
stress. Examples of this type of verb appear in (68). 

(68) 

(a) dev~lgp 
1 0 

envelop 
inh&bft 
coh&bft 
inhibft 
exhibft 

1 0 proh'lb'lt 
inh~rft 
sozic~t 
elicft 

1 0 
depos'lt 

emb&rr&ss admbnfsh 
diminfsh 
emb~llfsh 
estAblfsh 
abblfsh 
demblfsh 

1 0 
replen'lsh 
d ' 1 0 'lsparage 

(this is the analysis proposed by Chomsky and Halle on p. 46), but rather 
by assuming that the ASR may optionally retract the stress on this verb. 
Case (f) will assign final stress, and, if the ASR does not apply, the first 
pronunciation results. If, however, the ASR does apply, the intermediate 
form [h~r~s] will result. But rule (49), Destressing, will now apply, and 
the secondary stress on the second vowel will be removed, eventually 
causing it to reduce to [a]. 
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(b) . 1 0 
z1rlfgzr;e 
examzne 

end~avgr 
consid~r 

John Robert Ross 

If the verbs in (68) were to be stressed by case (bj, 
af3 formulated in SPE, such incorrect forms as *dkvel8p, 
*~xhibYt, and *abolfsh would result. Alternatively, if case (f) 
were to apply, the ASR would retract the stress to the ante
penult, not to the penult, and such incorrect forms as 
13 1.3 1 3 *develop, *exhzbzt, and *abolzsh would result. To be sure, 

if stress could somehow be blocked from retracting to the 
antepenult and could be retracted instead to the penult, De
stressing would cause the final vowels to reduce, but there 
appears to be no general way to make the ASR perform in 
this way.31 Thus, the words in (68) seem to justify case (e) 
of the MSR. 

However, there are other facts that invalidate this con
clusion. Since I have proposed to allow verbs to be stressed 
either by case (b) or by case (f), and since I have shown that 
the choice of case to be used in streSSing nouns and adjectives 
is phonologically determined-that is, only a noun or an 
adjective ending in Cb(N) or Cb(A) can be stressed by 
case (b)-it is natural to enquire whether there is not also 
phonological conditioning in the choice of which of these cases 
to apply in stressing verbs. The verbs in (65), which show 
most clearly that case (b) can apply to verbs, all end in 
sonorants. By and large, every verb that ends in a lax vowel 
followed by a single sonorant must receive nonfinal stress 
by the MSR. There are ten counterexamples cited in (66b), 
which constitute an exhaustive list, to the best of my knowl
edge. In contrast, there are hundreds of verbs like gambol, 
chatter, blossom, and cotton (to) that conform to this gen
eralization and show it to be an important one. Thus, Cb(V) 
seems to include the class of sonorants, as do Cb(N) and Cb(A). 

However, there are apparently no final clusters in Cb(V). 
For convenience, I have relisted in (69) the clusters in Cb(N).· 

(69) st, rt, nt, rd, rn, ns, ts 

31Words like Achiu;s and neosyn~Phrlne, in which such a retraction 
must take place, appear to be real exceptions to the ASR. They will be 
discussed in connection with this rule, in § 5.3 below. 
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As the examples in (70) show, any verb ending in one of 
these clusters must receive final stress by the MSR.32 

(70) 

mol~st 
accbst 
flbbbergast 
arr~st 

des~rt 
cavbrt 
resbrt 
exkrt 
retbrt 
disp'brt 
escbrt 
asskrt 

1 
depart 

lam~nt 
1 

repent 
recant 
relknt 

1 
affront 
tormknt 

1 
fra~ent 

1 segment 
gallivant 

reward 
1 

afford 
accbrd 
awbrd 

1 
regard 
retard 
recbrd 
bombard 

adbrn 
adjburn 
rethrn 

. 1 
zncense 
cond~nse 
d

. 1 zspense 
1 3 recompense 

enhAnce 
finlince 
advAnce 

1 
commence 

1 
evznce 

1 convznce 
1 

ensconce 
Thus, not even the single cluster that can be disregarded 

when assigning nonfinal stress to adjectives, the cluster Inti, 
can be disregarded when stressing verbs. I also think it 
can be argued that not even the two obstruents lsi and It/, 
which are the only two in Cb(A) , can be disregarded if they 
occur at the end of a verb. That is, I believe the correct 
generalization about stress in verbs to be that stated in (71). 

(71) Polysyllabic verbs ending in a lax vowel followed 
by at most a single sonorant are nonfinally stressed; 
all others receive final stress. 

What are the exceptions to this claim, aside from the ten 
verbs of (66b)? On the one hand, the verbs in (68a), and on 
the other, those in (72), which cannot be accounted for by 
the sequence of rules case (f)-ASR-Destressing, because 
their first syllables contain strong clusters, and Destressing 
would not be able to apply. 

1 0 33 10 (72) worshzp quzet 
fbrf~it 

1 0 practzce 
1 0 trespass 

phrc'hi1se33 

shrf8ce33 

skrvYce33 

1 0 
canvass 

f4rnfsh33 

bltrnfsh33 

varnfsh 
brandfsh 
blbndYsh 

1 0 garnzsh 
1 0 litnguzsh 
1 0 vanquzsh 

321 know of only one real exception to this claim-the verb cimnten2mce. 
The verbs of (52b) will be handled by Destressing, as has been indicated 
above. 

33As 1 pointed out in § 3.3 above, in connection with adjectives like 
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There is, however, a further fact about verbs that suggests 
a way of preserving generalization (71) in the face of these 
apparent counterexamples: all verbs that end in an obstruent 
and that have penultimate stress have lax vowels in their 
penults. That is, there are no verbs like *dev~lop [davfy13p], 

II 't [ 11 0t] * b 1 [1. 0] 1. 'p [1 0] *so 2C2 sa aysa , em arrass embeyras *gOSS2 gowsap 
1 10 1 .1 0 ' , 

*Jidget [Hiy!at], and *menace [mlynas].34 Since there are 
nouns that do not conform to this regularity, such as those 
in (73), 

(73) 
10 1. 0 1.0 1. 01. 0 .10 ! 0 Pilot, Tophet, t02let, secret, egret, affuliiv2t, cl2mate, 
.! 0 1 0 PUget, p2rate 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 

Midas, Silas, Venus, minus, onus, Uranus, Pen2S, 
1010101010 10 10 
anus, bonus, genus, foetus, focus, crocus, fracas 

1 0 1 0 1 0 
zen2th, Ed2th, behemoth 
Davfti 

it would appear that some rules must be formulated to explain 
this phonological difference between nouns and verbs. 

What I propose is that the verbs in (68a) and (72) be given 
underlying representations ending in a lax lei. That is, I 
assume that develop and menace are to be derived from 
IdVvelVpel and ImenVse/, respectively. Stress will be 
assigned to the antepenult by case (b), and the independently 
motivated rule of e-Elision (cf. SPE, pp. 45-46) will delete 
the final vowe1.35 The final lei can be used to explain the 

earnest and perfect, these words might not constitute genuine counter
examples to Destressing. 

3~here are only two exceptions to this claim, as far as I lmow-the 
1 0 1 0 

verbs notice and Pilot, If it is correct to analyze the former verb as 
containing the morpheme note J then the long vowel in notice is because 
th\So morpheTe never laxes or reduces (cf. denotation). Such verbs as 
quiet and intuit, which have long penults, can be analyzed as having short 
vowels in their underlying representations, with these vowels later being 
tensed in the environment of a following vowel. 

35There is an interesting gap in the distribution of final lax vowels in 
verbs. There are verbs in Iii (cf. bury, hurry, harry, marry, etc.), 
verbs in lei (cf. allege-allegation, produce-production, etc.), and verbs 
in 101 (cf. follow, shadow [note that here, the Idl is realized as the 
flap [D], which shows that no stress has been assigned to the final vowel], 
borrow, wallow, etc.). There are no verbs in lui, but I suspect that there 
are no nouns in lui either, and that examples like hindu should come 
from Ihindo/, by case (f) and the ASR, thus assigning a 1-3 stress 
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absence of long vowels in (68a), for the Trisyllabic Laxing 
Rule (cf. pp. 180-181) would shorten any underlying long 
vowel in this position. In fact, there are a few rather mar
ginal cases that suggest that it is this final lei which I am 
proposing that accounts for some lax vowels in verbs that 
show up in apparently related forms as tense vowels. For 
example, consider credit. Presumably, the underlying mor
pheme is Ikredl (cf. credence, credo), so somehow this vowel 
must be shortened in the verb. If an under lying representa
tion like Ikred+itel is assumed, the position of stress and 
the shortening of the vowel are accounted for. Similarly, if 
establish is to be related to stable, or /tnish to final and 
fmite, or dim'tnish to minus and minor, or posit to pose and 
composite to compose, all of which seem reasonable, a final 
I el can be used to account for the vowel alternations. The 
fact that this final vowel does not cause the final It I to 
become [s] in words like credit, inherit, and licit can be 
accounted for by marking each stem (or possibly just the 
morpheme (?) lite/) [-spirantization], or by postulating that 
the deleted vowel is low, along the lines suggested in footnote 
35. I have not come to any decision on this matter. 

The above remarks apply in a limited way to adjectives: 
any penultimately stressed adjective that ends in IVdl or Ivtl 
has a lax vowel in its penult.36 Thus, adjectives like *decr~pit 

contour, which to my ear is correct, instead of the 1-0 contour assigned 
by SPE. I will take up this matter again in § 7.6. What is more important 
is that there are no verbs ending in phonetic [a], except some clearly 
denominal verbs like to samba, to rhumba, to conga, and to subpoena. 
I lmow of no verb ending in [a] that has no related noun. This gap could 
be explained by assuming that the rule of e-Elision deletes any final 
nonhigh nonround vowel for verbs (and adjectives, as will be seen shortly, 
for the facts noted in this footnote hold also for adjectives), while being 
restricted to deleting only lei for nouns. That is, the rule would be 
stated as the following: 

[:r;] ~ ~/[(-lOW)J] (N) 
-hlghj 

3~ote that adjectives ending in lsi, the only other obstruent that 
can be disregarded in applying case (b) to adjectives, do not manifest 
this property. That is, although there are no verbs (except notice) that 
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[d~krtyp~t], *tacit [t~ys~t], and *ztcit [liys~t] do not exist.37 

All adjectives in -id are preceded by a lax vowel, which 
Chomsky and Halle note on page 181, footnote 16, of SPE; 
I would propose to account for this fact by representing -id 
as lidel in underlying representations. Thus, in my analysis, 
the stress difference between adequ~te and decrkp2t is not 
accounted for by assuming a morphological analysis for the 
former, but not for the latter. Rather, I assume the latter to 
be derived from the underlying form IdVkrepvte/. My solu
tion seems to be slightly preferable, since it correctly ex-

1 0 . 
cludes such forms as *decrepIJ, but not much is at stake 
here. Similarly, I propose to account for the contrast in 
stress between verbs like fidg~t and abkt by postulating a 
final lei for the former verb but not for the latter, and by 
restricting Cb(V) to sonorants only. Thus, any verb ending in 
an obstruent (like those in (66a)) will be stressed by case (f), 
while all others will be stressed by case (b). 

I concede that to analyze only certain verbs as ending in 
lei, which will ensure that case (b) will apply, but others 
as ending in obstruents, which can only be stressed by 
case (f), is little better than the solution proposed in SPE
that fidget and abet be entered as lfiTvtl and IVbett/, respec
tively-but my solution at least has the slight additional virtue 
of accounting for the absence of penultimate long stressed 
vowels in verbs ending in obstruents, so I will very tentatively 
adopt it below. 

}; 0 
end in [ ... Veoas], there are a number of adjectives that do. A sample 
follows: 

1 0 
decorous 

1 0 
sonorous 

1 0 
desirous 

1 0 
heinous 

1. 0 
porous 
fAm3us 

1 0 

venous 
1 0 

vinous 
1 0 

fibrous 
1" 0 nitrous 

1 0 
mucous 

1 
bogus 

37If the two words licit and license are to be related, as was suggested 
in fn. 25, deriving the former from /lis+ite/ will allow the shortening 
of the stem vowel to be accounted for by the Tri-syllabic Laxing Rule, 
as was the case for verbs like credit, finish, etc. 
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4.4. To recapitulate, I am proposing that cases (a) and (b) 
of the MSR be merged and that case (e) be dispensed with 
altogether in favor of an analysis involving the deletion of 
a final lei (or possibly 1a(/). All major categories can then 
be stressed either by case (b) or by case (f), subject to 
slightly differing conditions as to the phonetic properties 
of what consonant(s) can be disregarded in applying case (b). 
For verbs, only sonorants can be disregarded; for adjectives, 
sonorants and s, (n) t; and for nouns, sonorants, dentals, and 
the clusters specified in (45). Thus, we see that Cb(V) is a 
subset of Cb(A), which in turn is a subset of Cb(N). This 
subset relationship can be captured notationally by the device 
of angle brackets, as I have done in (74), which formally 
expresses the arguments presented in §3 and §§4.1-4.3 above. 

(74) 

v - [1 stress] I - Co ((w) [-i:sJ ( 

[ -obs] 
s 

(n)t 

[:~~~J 
{:}t 

r {~} 
{~} s 

a a 

5. Further Extensions of the Alternating Stress Rule 

« N) A) 
b a a b 

5.1. In this section, I will take up the problem of com
pleting the modifications of the ASR that were begun in §2 
above, where I argued that the ASR must be allowed to apply 
to disyllables. Consider, fd:r example, the word piccalilli. 

How can the 1-3 stress contour of this word be obtained? 
If it is entered in the lexicon in its conventional orthographic 
form, the incorrect *plccalilli will be produced by case (b) 
and by the rule that assigns secondary stress to words like 
Monongahela, rule [120] in chapter 3 of SPE. If entered as 
IpVka;IVli/, the incorrect form *[pak~laliy] will result. If 
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entered as /pikrelily /, the incorrect *[Pik~l~lry] will result. 
The only solution possible within the framework of SPE, 
as far as I can see, is the representation /pikVlill+y /. 
Case (a) will disregard the /+y/ "affix," assigning [1 stress] 
to /lill/, and case (d) will then retract the stress. Once 
again, as was the case with the contrast between (17) and (18), 
where Chomsky and Halle posit a morphemic analysis for 
words like carbine, but not for boutique, so that rule [158] 
would apply to cause stress retraction only for the form~r 
words; or as was the case with the contrast between adequate 
and decrepit, the set of rules given in SPE can account for the 
stress contrast between piccaliZli and v~rmic&Zli only by 
assuming a morphemic analysis for the former word, but not 
for the latter. Other words that would be assumed to be 
morphologically complex are those in (75a), while those in 
(75b) and (75c) would have to be analyzed as single mor
phemes. 

(75) () 
1 3 I 3 1.3 1.3 

a cassowary, T'lpperary, McG'lll'lcuddy, test'lmony, 
1 3 1 3 38 1 3 38 1 • 3 39 A Zbuquerque, allegory, category J calnZZary, 

1 3 40 1 ,3 1 3 'i, 3 
P'lccad'lZZy, Moos'lZauke, apothecary, terr'ltory, 
13 1 3 1 3 1 3 

p'lckan'lnny, meZanchoZy, A lleghen'V , m'lsceZlilny, 
1 3 1, 3 1 ~ I

Z
' 3 

mercenary, pars'lmony, ce re mony, a'lmony, 
1 .3 .1. 3 1 . 3 

MungoJerry, Jan'lzary, acr'lmony 

38It might seem plausible to argue that allegory must be represented 
as llElVg5r+y/, on the basis of the word alJegorical, which, it could be 
claimed, must contain the morpheme llElVg5r/, followed by the affix 
sequence lik+lEl/. I do not think, however.~ that this analysis is tenable. 
Rather, it seems to me that allegorical should be derived as follows: 

Base form: llEIVg5ri+ik+lEl/ 
Vowel Drop f/J 
MSR (b) 1 
Rule [120] 2 1 
SM 3 1 

3 1 
Vowel Reduction, etc. [lElag'5ralq] 

The rule of Vowel Drop that I propose would be stated roughly as 
follows: 

V ~ ~/vCo-+V 

This rule is independently motivated. For example, it can be used 
to account for alternations like the following: 

propaganda-propagandize (from propagandrj +ize) 
cello -ce llist (from ce llr;f+ist [but why solfl.ist, obf?ist?]) 
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(b) 

(c) 

GJrib~Zdi, n'l J car b n i, fJttucini, AZbergh~tti, 
tftttifrlttti, c6gnosc&nti, Maserati, GZacom&tti, 

3 p I . 
pe eron'l 

3 ZZ ,~l M 3 . 1 'A3 ,1 'Ch 3 tt hI t Ta anuS see , 'lSS'lSS'lPP'l, sS'ln'lpp'l, a a 00 -

h 3b ZI k 3 'k i C 3 . It' 3 ZZ ' C ee, a a one, ann aze, 'lnc'lnna'l, mu 'lga-
I 3 I h . W 3 • I k 3 'ZI , tawny, Tatamagouc 'l, mn'lPesau ee, YPS'l ant'l, 
3 Z 1 d' H3 d t l ,41 3 ZZ ' I f p3 Sf magun 'l, m us an'l, ga 'lmau ry, unxu-

tawney 

--;;Uege-allegation (from llEljleg~+;}§t+iVn/) 
Africa -African (from I lEfrVKse+lEn/; compare suburb -suburban) 
Mexico-Mexican (from Mexicr;f+an) 

There are various complicated restrictions on the operation of this 
rule-thus, high vowels do not delete before low vowels (ef. remedy+al *'"" 
*remedal; gregory+an *'"" *gregoran; virtue+al *'"" *virtal, etc.), but Ii/ 
does delete before affixes beginning with Ii/ (cf. analog'f+ize, analog'f+ic, 
german'f+ism), though other vowels often do not (cf. Shintoism, euphuism, 
Yankeeism). The whole rule needs much more study, but it seems clear 
that one or more processes of vowel deletion must be assumed to exist 
in English. Thus, I see no reason to assume a morphological analysis 
of words like allegory. Precisely the same remarks apply with respect 
to the word category, 

394s with allegorical, I would suggest deriving capillarity from 
IklEpVlieri+iti/, with the rule of Vowel Deletion operating to delete the 
last vowel of the stem. In other words, I see no reason to assume, 
merely because "of capillarity, that capillary has any analysis. 

401 pronounce this word with a 1-3 stress contour, although most 
dialects have a 3-1 contour. Similarly, some speakers, according to 
Kenyon and Knott, pronounce Moosilauke with a 3-1 stress contour. I 
will argue immediately below in favor of extending the ASR so that it will 
retract the stress of words like those in (75a) but not of those in (75b) 
or (75c). As in other cases involving the ASR, whether this rule applies 
to a form must be marked lexically. Thus, I would expect to find words 
like Piccadilly or Moosilauke being given 1-3 contours by some speakers, 
but 3-1 contours by others, just as words like lemonade and magazine 
can have either contour. Just as I would find it dubious to assert that 
speakers who say mAgaz~ne impose an internaL analysis on this word, 

3 1 
while speakers who say magazine do not, I would also find it dubious 
to make the corresponding claim about the two possible pronunciations 
of M oosilauke . In the case of magazine, Chomsky and Halle propose to 
account for the differing pronunciations by means of a rule feature indi
cating whether the ASR applies. 

(But cf. the alternative proposal involving =, on p. 157.) Why should 
such a dissimilar device be adopted in the case of words like those in 
(75) ? 

41Note that this word, although it must obviously be analyzed as being 
at least trimorphemic (i.e., Hindu+stan+i), cannot be assumed to end in 
I +y I within the framework of SPE, because the sequence of rules 

41 
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The arbitrariness of this proposed way of accounting for 
the contrast between piccalilli and v~rmic~lli should be 

• 1 3 3 1 
apparent. As was the case wIth the carb'lne-boutzque con-

• 100 010 
trast, and wIth the adequate -decreP'lt contrast, no facts other 
than those of stress retraction are accounted for by postu
lating final /+y/ affixes for the words in (75a) but not for 
those in (75b) and (75c). I therefore propose that the stress 
contrast of (75) be accounted for by a rule feature, exactly 

1 3 3 1 
as I proposed for the carbzne-bout'lque contrast. As a matter 
of fact, I propose to use a feature on the same rule, the 
Alternating Stress Rule. That is, I propose that rule (20) 
above be reformulated as in (76): 

I 
(76) V - [1 stress] / - Co(=) Co(VC o) V Co(i) # 

This rule will not only retract stress in words whose final 
vowel bears main stress, but also in words that are stressed 
on the penult when these words end in /iI.42 The forms in 
(75a) will be marked so that they will undergo rule (76), but 
those in (75b) and (75c) so that they will not undergo this 
rule.43 Note that the traditional orthography uses the non
phonetic distinction between i and y in a way that roughly 
corresponds to this rule feature.· Thus, words ending in 
graphic i are by and large [-ASR], while words ending in 
graphic yare generally [+ASR]. 

It is necessary to restrict the tinal vowel in (76) to /i/, 
for with words ending in other vowels, like /0/ and /CE/ 
(graphic 0 and a, respectively), no contrasts paralleling those 
in (75) can be found. That is, all words in 0, like those in 

case (a)-case (c) would assign an incorrect 1-3 contour. Rather, it 
must be assumed to end in I +i/. However, such an ad hoc representation 
must cast further doubt on the claim that stress is retracted in such 
words as those in (75) only if they are morphologically complex. The 
same obtains for the obviously trimorphemic word vlgillmte. It must be 
assumed that this word also ends in Iti/, for, if it ended in I +y I, an 
incorrect 1-3 contour would be assigned by case (c). 

421 have not adopted the device used in SPE of deriving some final [iy] 
sequences from an underlying glide IY/. The matter is a complex one, 
however, and 1 will defer discussion of it until § 7.5. 

431t will be noted that all the words in (75b) have an Italian "feel" to 
them. If a morphemic feature [+Italian] could be justified elsewhere in 
the grammar, which seems not implausible, it would be advantageous to 
state the following redundancy rule: 

[+Italian] -+ [-ASR] 
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(77a), and in a, like those in (77b), keep main stress on their 
penults.44 

(77) 3.1 3 1 3 1 3 1 
(a) Mont'lcello, armadzllo, peccad'lllo, A mar'lllo , 

3 1 3. 1 3 III 3. 1 allegretto, p'lzzzeato, c 'lga r'l 0, Amont'lll1tdo, 
3.1 3 1 3 1 

mumboJumbo, desperado, Alamagordo 

3 1 3 1 3 1 .3 1 
(b) Tuscaloosa, lollapalooza, Conestoga, T'lcondero-

3 1 3 III 3 1 . 3 1 ga, M'lnnesota, sarspar'l a, Texarkana, Jacaranda 

Just as rule (20,. had to be stated with parentheses in its 
environment, so that stress would be retracted in disyllables 
as well as in trisyllables, the revision of this rule, (76), must 
retain these parentheses, so that the stress contour of such 
words as industry can be derived. Chomsky and Halle pro
pose the underlying representation /industr+y/, with the 
derivation shown in (78) (cf. p. 134): 

(78) Underlying form 

MSR (aii) 

[industr+Y]N 

1 
1 2 
1 0 

MSR (cii) 
[118d] 
Other rules 

I 0 0 
[mdastriy] 

Thus, stress retraction by case (c) is only possible because 
of the morphological analysis assumed for industry. Stress 
retraction in words like imal~rkey is prevented. by assigning 
them an underlying representation like /mVlrerkl/. Other 
words like industry, for which a morphemic analysis would be 
assumed in order to account for stress retraction, are given 
in (79a). The words in (79b) and (79c) would, like malarkey, 
be given no analysis. 

(79) 
10 10 10 10 10 

(a) travesty, burgundy, organdy, frumenty, ancho-
45 hI 0 t I 0 k) 1 0 vy, camper y, Gramercy ( Par , tape stry, 

4~he inevitable counterexample, in this case, is the word rutabaga, 
which some speakers pronounce with a 1-3 stress contour. Amazingly, 
1 Imow of no counterexamples to the claim that words in -0 never exhibit 
stress retraction. 

45This word, when pronounced with an unreduced penult, must, like the 
1 3 13 

words autopsy and biopsy, be marked as an exception to [U8d]. 
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I
I 0 46 1 11 0 46 1 0 1 0 1 
'lturgy, a ergy, calumny, Coventry, Dough-

o t R l'ff.0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 er y, ali erty , T'lnnlty, lethargy, Flaherty, P'lC-
cardy, Haggerty 

(b) .ru~ 1, pO h 1 tt' pO 1ll' 3 1 , 3 1 sf/lA>mon'l, s ag e 'l, we 'l, L011'lbard'l, zucch'lni, 
o II 'b 0 II R 3 1, 1 31 , 3 1 0 sa am'l, 0 ogna, OSS'ln'l, c nantz, Campari, Fer-
1 , pO t 1 , 0 • .[1 t' 3 1 , rar'l, as ram'l, con; et 'l, mart'ln'l 

( ) B Oll , Z3 b 1, 3 1 3 1 1 
C 'lOX'l, an'l ez'l, Kentucky, M'llwaukee safari 

3101 31 1 '1 ' 
curare, epoxy, Perquacke~, Sew'lckley, attorney 

3 bl1 ,0 l1 3 1, l' gor 'lmey, Ja opy, Sand sky, Mara th 'l adobe 
1l 1 1, 3 1 l' , 

tama e, Salome, effend'l, coyote, Mahoney 

If the feature [+Italian] can be justified, the rule suggested 
in footnote 43 could be used to predict that stress will not 
be retracted in words like those in (79b), another fact that 
suggests that the rule retracting stress two syllables and 
the rule retracting it only one must be the same rule. 

Again, it seems to me that the formal device of replacing 
rule features by arbitrarily inserted morpheme boundaries 
should not be countenanced on theoretical grounds. In the 
earliest generative treatment of E11;'glish stress,47 Chomsky, 
Halle~. and Lukoff noted that absurd' "simplifications" of the 
phonemic inventory would result if there were no constraints 
imposed on the location of word boundaries in underlying 
representations.48 The constraint they suggested as neces
sary was that all junctures be syntactically justified. I view 
this constraint as the earliest attempt at formulating "nat
uralness conditions" on under lying representations, in the 
sense proposed by Postal. Although this constraint is proba
bly too strong as it stands, 49 I think it is basically correct and 
should only be deviated from in extraordinary circumstances. 

46As I argued above, in fn. 38, I see no reason why such forms as 
allergic and liturgical should constitute evidence for the existence of 
morphemes like /reIVrg/ and /litVrg/, 

47Cf. Chomsky, Halle, and Lukoff (1956). 
4BThe example they presented was from German, where there is a rule 

devoicing obstruents before word boundaries. Given this independently 
necessary rule, if word boundaries can be inserted freely in underlying 
representations, the contrast in voicing between Bein [bayn] 'leg' and 
Pein [payn] 'pain' could be accounted for by deriving the latter form from 
/b#ayn/. 

49The well-worn example of cranberry is a case in point. Although I 
know of no syntactic evidence for it, the 1-3, instead of 1-0, stress con-
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Incidentally, it must not be thought that the Chomsky
Halle-Lukoff constraint can be restricted to higher-level 
junctures like word boundaries and that lesser junctures, such 
as morpheme boundaries, can be inserted with impunity. 
Imagine a hypothetical language in which proper nouns are 
stressed unpredictably on one of the last three syllables. 
That is, suppose the language exhibited such forms as those 
in (80): 

(80) (a) miwori 
stapensap 
hupdidu 

(b) fakrayseks 
yuhuha 
pis5vas 

(c) pipapo 
w~nh~IJlo 
yih~IJ.gUy 

The following rule woul~ "predict" the stress on these 
forms, 

(81) v - [1 stress] / [ p' - ] Co(+VCo(+VCo)) ]N 
+ roper 

assuming that the forms in (80c) were given no internal anal
ysis, that the forms in (80b) were derived from /fakrays+eks/, 
/yuhu+ha/, and /pis~v+as/, and that those in (80a) were all 
"trimorphemic"-that is, that they derived from /miw+or+i/, 
/stap+ens+ap/, and /hupd+id+u/. I take this "solution" to be 
as absurd as /b#ayn/, and I therefore cannot see any general 
way of exempting morpheme boundaries from the Chomsky
Halle-Lukoff constraint, although in particular cases it may 
be possible to argue for nonsyntactic morpheme boundaries. 
I also do not wish to convey the impression that I think this 
extraordinarily difficult question is closed-it is merely that 
to discuss it in the detail it deserves would go far beyond 
the bounds of the present study, so I will not pursue it here. 50 

Since SPE accounts for the stress differences between (75a) 
and (75b,c) and between (79a) and (79b,c) by making use of 
ad hoc morpheme boundaries, I have rejected this analysis 

tours of words ending in -berry (raspberry, loganberry, huckleberry, 
etc.) and the fact that there is no nasal assimilation in cranberry (Kenyon 
and Knott give [kramberi]) suggest that this form should be represented 
in the lexicon as /krren#beri/, with a nonsyntactic interior word boundary. 

5<Morris Halle and I will take up this matter again, in a paper that is 
now in limbo. 
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in favor of one expanding the ASR, as in (76), and making use 
of rule features on this rule. 51' " 

It may be necessary to revise rule (76) again to account 
for the stress of the words in (82) and (83). 

(82) 

(83) 

(a) int~rv8l (cf. lntervlUlic) 

(b) A rist6tle (cf. A.ristot~lian) 
1 3 

pumpern'tckel 

(a) minfst~r (cf. ministkrial) 
1 0 0 3 1. calendar (cf. calendarwn) 

(b) caulifl6wey52 
l~mmerg~yer53 
caterpillar 

Paul Kiparsky has called to my attention that there is no 
way for SPE to derive the stress on the noun fllibftster. If 
entered Ifilybust£l, case (b) will produce *[fh3b3sttr]. If 
entered IfilVbustVr/, case (b) and rule [120] will produce 
*[fhabAsttr]. Only if Co is replaced by Cb can stress be 
properly assigned. 54 Given the first of the two underlying 

51Noam Chomsky has pointed out to me that, although my contention 
may be true that it is not only words that have a morphemic analysis in 
which penultimate stress is retracted, it is the case that stress retraction 
does occur in (almost) all words that are morphologically complex. That 
is, words like *monarchy, *6rthodDxy, *prgp~rty, and *l6yalty are im
possible. Though I believe Chomsky's claim to be by and large a correct 
one (but cf. fn. 41), I propose to account for it by stating a redundancy 
rule on the rule feature [± ASR] , making the ASR obligatory for words 
ending in / +i/ or / +ti/. It seems to me that this solution is theoretically 
preferable to one involving the insertion of ad hoc morpheme boundaries 
into the words of (75a) and (79a). 

52This word must derive from /kolVfliiVr/ and not from /koIVfliir/ for 
those dialects, like that of Kenyon and Knott, which can distinguish be
tween flower ([flawa'"']) and flour ([flawr]), because cauliflower rhymes 
with the former word, not with the latter. Assuming that flower derives 
from /fliiVr/, while flour derives simply from /fHir/, the 1-3 stress on 
/koIVfliiVr/ could not be assigned by (76), the modified version of the 
ASR, or by any other rules in SPE, unless the word were treated as a 
compound, a solution having no independent support. 

53A parallel to the discussion in fn. 52: for all dialects that pronounce 
Meyer as [maya'"'] but mire as [mayr], where lammergeyer rhymes with 
the former, it must presumably derive from /lffimVrgiVr/. 

5~ line with my belief that the insertion of ad hoc morpheme bound
aries (or ad hoc syntactic structure, for that matter) should be excluded 
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representations above, case (f) will assign final stress (since 
I str I is not in Cb), and then the ASR, as for mulated in SP E , 
could apply to assign initial stress. Only if there were 
independent motivation for as~uming the second of the above 
underlying forms would the ASR need modification. Since I 
know of no such evidence in the case of filibuster, I have 
cited only the eight forms of (~2) and (83), for which I believe 

it is possible to argue for final Iv {~} I sequences in under

lying representation. 
1 3 

The word caterp'tllar cannot be accounted for at all, as-
suming the inadmissibility of such under lying structures as 
Ikre [tvrpJ ill+r I, which would be assigned the correct stress 

+D ' 
by case (a) followed by case (c), or [[kretr]N[pilr]N]N' which 
could

v 
be I§tressed by the compound rule. If entered as 

IkretVrpillVr/, case (b) and rule [120] would produce an 
incorrect 3-1 stress contour. If entered as Ikreterpilr I, 
case (b) would yield * [k3t}p313--] . If entered Ikretrpilr I, as
suming that the first Ir I could somehow be syllabified by a 

d . [ 1 0 0 0] non-a hoc rule, case (b) would YIeld * kreta"pal:tr. As far 
as I can see, no other reasonably natural underlying repre
sentation will work. The situation is parall~l for pfA,mper
nickel. 
1 Slightly more difficult problems arise with the word 
A rist6tle . If entered as I rerist~ttel/, case (b) and [120] would 
produce an incorrect 3-1 cont~ur. If entered as lrerist~tel/, 
case (b) will produce *[~ristatlJ. Even if it were entered in 
the totally unnatural form lrerist~tt+l/, which would require 
an ad hoc rule of e-insertion for the derivation of the adjec
tive Aristotelian, the stress rules of SPE would not work. 
Case (a) would assign [1 stress] to the final vowel, but case (c) 
would then retract the stress only one syllable, yielding 
*[~rist~tlJ. The syllable Iristl could not be automatically 
assigned the feature [+D ]-as is done with the final syllables 
of the words legend and moment, so that case (c) will retract 

on theoretical grounds by the Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff naturalness condi
tion, I would regard as inadmissible proposals for accounting for the 
stress of filibuster that made use of such underlying representations as 
/fil"tTbus4r/, w,!1ich would yield the" correct stress by case (a) and then 
case (c), or [filV[bustr ]stem]N or [[filV]N[bustr ]N]N' etc. 

'Oii4, 

I 

I 

I 

\ 
Ii 
I 
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the stress two syllables ill legendary and momentary (cf. pp. 
138-139)-because /rist/ does not end in a [-obs][ +cns] se
quence, as is required by the rule at the bottom of page 138. 
It would therefore be necessary to mark /rist/ lexically with 
the feature [+D]-as is done with/sign/, so that d~sign2lteN 
can be derived (cf. p. 138, fn. 9q)--as

l 
well as to create an 

ad hoc rule of e-insertion, in order for A ristbtle to be derived 
from /ffirist~tt+l/. 

Admittedly, the forms in (82) and (83) are marginal, but 
they are easily accounted for if the ASR is modified one 
further time, so that it allows stress to retract when a final 
vowel is stressed, or when main stress is on a penult that 
is followed by the vowel /i/ or by any lax vowel and a liquid. 
This modification has been carried out in (84). 

(84) V - [1 stress] / - Co(~lCo(VColVCo( {vim}l # 

With this modification, the forms cal~nda,r and A.rist6tle 
can be derived from the natural underlying forms /kffilendffir /55 
and /ffirist~ttel/, respectively: 

(85) Under lying representation: 

MSR-- case (b) 
ASR 
SAR 
[118] 
Vowel Reduction, etc. 

/kffilendffir / /ffirist~ttel/ 

1 1 
1 2 1 2 
1 3 1 3 
1 0 

[~l~nd~] [ter~st~t!J 
The other forms in (82) and (83) will be derived in a simi

lar fashion. Of course, just as the forms in (18) and (20), as 
well as those in (75b,c) and in (79b,c), must be marked in such 
a way that the ASR will not apply to them, so the forms in 
(86b) must be marked [-ASR], in contrast with the [+ASR] 
forms in (86a). 

) 
1 0 

(86 (a) bannzster 
barr£ster 

haberdJsher 
h ll' 3 e zcopter 

I 3 mollycoddle 
1 3 paradiddle 

5~ote that though calendar must be considered to derive from an 
underlying trisyllabic form, so that calendarian can be derived, the form 
calendrical indicates the need for a rule that will drop the final vowel 
of this morpheme under certain conditions, This matter will be taken 
up again in § 7.4. 
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I 0 

carpenter n~crom~ncer taradlddle 
I 0 

harbznger 
I 0 messenger 

I 0 passenger 
cbl~nder 

I 0 cylznder 
I 0 derrznger 

sin~ster 

(b) s~m~ster 
s~qukster 
phflander 

3 1 
1~erganser 

dzsaster 
o I pomander 

I 3 
ferry mande r 
alligator 
tamosh~nter 
alab~ster 
salamJnder 

I 3 poetaster 
knickerb6cker 
3 I 

Ebenezer 
3 I 

Alexander 
6 leander 
~ntimacassar 

3 I 0 I 
October (December, etc.) 
r~mkmber 
cadAver 

o I palaver 
d~canter 
tr6chanter 

o I pzlaster 
chMster 

~pbstle (cf. apostolic) 

~pistle (cf. epistolary) 
sk~daddle 
o I 
evangel 

3 I 1 fandttng e 
c&th~dral 

In addition, it will be necessary to restrict the ASR so that 
it never retracts stress before the adjectival affix -al: forms 

, I 3 I3 10 I 0 
like *anecdotal, *dwlectal, * maternal, and *orchestral must 
be prevented. This restriction can be accomplished by adding 
a branch containing [-next rule] to (84). I will defer this 
until the final statement of the ASR, in (88). A better solution 
will emerge in §7.1. 

5.2. Now consider the stress contrast between decamer6n 
and catamaran. Given the un d e r 1 y i ng representations 
/dVkremVr::>n/ and /kffitVmVrffin/, assigning of original final 
stress can be ensured by marking each [-case (b)]. Rule (84) 
will then correctly retract the stress on the first word, but if 
it is applied to the second, where stress has to be retracted 
three syllables, it will produce the incorrect catamarJn. 
Note, however, that, while this particular word cannot be 
pronounced with this contour, such a pronunciation does not 
sound un-English in the least. Nor does the pronunciation 
dkcamer3n. Thus, I conclude that the ASR must be extended 
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one final time, to allow stress to be retracted three syllables 
for words like catamaran. In the unmarked case, the ASR 
will only retract the stress two syllables, in a quadrisyllabic 
word, but it will be possible to mark certain lexical items, 
like catamaran and the other words in (87), in such a way 
that the ASR will retract their stress three syllables. 

(87) 
1 3 

(a) razz( a)matazz 
thing(a )mab6b 

1 3 
gobbledygook 
thcamaMc 
hDbbledeh6y 

1 3 
rzgamarole 
jbtheringAy 
tDread6r 

1.31 31 3 (b) zdwlect (zdeogram, ideograph, etc.) 
h~liotr6Pe (hkliosc3pe, h~liogrJph, etc.) 

1 3 1 3 1 3 heteroclzte (heteronym, heterodox, etc. ) 
h~licosc6Pe (h&licogrAph, etc.) 
m~teorite (m~teorbid, etc.) 

(c) hlienltte 
DrientAte 
p~regrinAte 

(d) det&riorAte 
am~liorAte 

() 
1 . 3 e ve ten,nary 
1 3 heterodoxy 

dZs cip linAry 

These words illustrate a number of points: 

a. Because of the two words in (87d), it is not possible to 
argue that the stress on the other words in (87) is 
assigned by a rule that, after case (f), merely assigns 
initial stress. Rather, the rule in question must be 
one that retracts stress three syllables. 

b. Because of the words in (87a) and the verb p~regrinltte, 
the solution proposed in SPE for the words in (87c) 
and (87d)-which involves the assumption that when 
the retraction applies, the [i] in the antepenultimate 
is still a glide (cf. SPE, p. 277, fn. 56)-will not work. 

c. If stress is to be retracted three syllables, the syllable 
immediately following the one that comes to bear main 
stress must end in a weak cluster. That is, words like 
* cht~sp~rJn do not seem to occur .56 

d. The words in (87e) exhibit this stress retraction when 
the tertiary-stressed (phonetic) penult is followed by 
[iy], as was the case with the words in (75a). Thus, 

5sm § 6.9 below, this fact will be shown to have an important conse
quence. 
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if rule (84) is extended to account for the words in 
(87a-d), the words in (87e) will also be automatically 
accounted for. Since rule (84) also allows a final 

Iv {~}I to be disregarded, we should expect to find 

such examples as hrimost6tle and jZliabltster, which 
would also correctly receive stress by an expanded 
rule (84). While I know of no actual cases with this 
stress contour (except for whhtsamajigger , which can 
be handled a number of ways), they sound like possible 
English words, which again suggests that it is the ASR 
at work here. 

In keeping with the above, I propose rule (88) as the final 
revision of the ASR. 

(88) THE ALTERNATING STRESS RULE 

V t
[ -next rule] / - Co+<:el # 

[1 stress] 

/ () [V] 1 {r } [V ] l [ -t~s ] ( - Co = Co(( -tns C o( w »VCo) 1 stress Co( [-cnsJ[+cnsJ )# 
-tns +voc 

I am aware that the words in (87b) and (87e) have an 
internal structure that is . such that one might argue that they 
should be assigned their stress contours by case (c). I will go 
into this point in §6.4 below. 

5.3. Consider now such words as the quadrisyllables in 
(89a) and the trisyllables in (89b). 

(89) (a) AdirbndJck 
3 1 3 

Eniwetok 
3 1 3 

Massapequod 
cJco~th~s 
3 1 3 
Agamemnon 

(b) albkJ 
Achill~s 
LJ~rt~s 
Or&st~s 

1 3 
Ulysses 
deztcd 

31 3 
Wyonnng 

MonAdnbck 
Penbbsc6t 
313 Hopatcong 

( 
1 3 

neo )syne phrme 

By the rules given thus far, we would expect an underlying 
form like l<:edir;)nd<:ek/ to yield, by case (f) and the ASR, 
either Adirondack or, if the trisyllabic retraction discussed 
in §5.2 were called for by some lexical mark, AdirondJck. 
While neither of these pronunciations sounds hopeless, neither 
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accords with the standard pronunciation of this word. How 
then can the desired stress contour be derived? 

I have noted above, in §2 and §5.1, that the ASR has many 
lexical exceptions. In its final form, (88), the rule applies 
in three main environments, whicl1 I have listed in (90). 

(90) Case (3): - CoWVeot/Co( l~ m 1) # 

Case (2): -covco{,rCO({~mJ) # 

Case (1): -COkO(f~m1) # 

In other words, the ASR retracts stress three syllables, 
two syllables, or one syllable. Assuming that all words to 
which case (3) applies will have to be marked, due to the 
rarity of such words as those in (87), we see that it would 
be possible to account for the stress contour on Adirondack 
merely by marking it [-case (2)] in the lexicon. We have 
already seen that the theory of grammar must provide some 
mechanism for blocking the application of subrules of a rule 
schema, for if Oregon, with a 1-3 stress contour, is to be 
generated, it must be marked [-case (b)] in the lexicon. I 
therefore see no theoretical reason for excluding the feature 
[-case (2)] from the lexical representations of the words in 
(89). Since all words will be marked [-case (3)] by a general 
redundancy rule, to which the words in (87) constitute excep
tions, the word Adirondack, having received final stress by 
case (f), will not be able to undergo either case (3) or case (2) 
of the ASR, but will be able to undergo case (1). The deriva
tion will proceed as follows: 

(91) Lexical representation: / redV r ~ndrek/ 
[-case (2)] 

Redundancy rule [-case (3)] 

/redVr~ndrek/ 
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MSR-f 
ASR-case (1) 
Rule [120]57 
SAR 

2 
3 

1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 3 
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The stress contours on the other words in (89) would be 
derived in a similar fashion. 

6. A Comparison of the stressed Syllable Rule and the 
Alternating Stress Rule 

6.1. As I have tried to show above, the addition of case (f) 
to the MSR leads to a number of changes in the other branches 
of this rule. Investigation of the question of when to stress a 
noun by case (b) and when by case (f) leads to replacing Co 
in the SPE version of case (b) with Cb (cf. §3). Establishment 
of Cb leads in turn to the realization that adjectives and nouns 
are stressed in basically the same way, which allows cases 
(a) and (b) to be collapsed (cf. §§4.1-4.2). Note that case (f) 
duplicates one of the functions of case (e)-that of assigning 
final stress. This fact, coupled with the observation that 
some verbs, like jettison, must be stressed by case (b), sug
gests that the other function of case (e), assigning stress to 
the penult, might be assumed by an existing rule. In §4.3, 
I have argued that in all cases where verbs that end in an 
obstruent have penultimate stress, an underlying final vowel 
must be postulated to account for the laxness of the stressed 
surface penult. This analysis thereby eliminates case (e) 
entirely: one half is subsumed by case (f), the other by 
case (b). The basic regularity concerning the initial assign
ment of primary stress in English is, therefore, I would 
argue, the one stated informally in (91): 

(91) English words are stressed finally or nonfinally. 
With certain final consonant sequences, final stress 
is mandatory, but for other final consonant se
quences, the choice of final vs. nonfinal stress is 
unpredictable. If stress is nonfinal, the stress is 

571 cannot hear any difference in stress level between the first and the 
last syllables of Adirondack, so 1 have followed the convention suggested 
by Chomsky and Halle on pp. 118-119, whereby assigning [2 stress] by 
rule [120] does not cause other lower stresses in a word to weaken 1 
will return to this convention in § 8. . 
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assigned to the penult if it contains a heavy cluster, 
otherwise, to the antepenult. 

In other words, primary stress is initially assigned either 
by case (b) or by case (f). 

After the initial assignment of primary stress, however, 
primary stress can be retracted in one of two ways. Ex
cluding the problem of assigning stress to such words as 
mbnosyllable, to which I will return in §8, SPE asserts that 
stress assigned in the same cycle by case (eii) (= case (f)) is 
retracted two syllables by the ASR in words of three or more 
syllables, regardless of the phonological composition of the 
preceding syllable. In words stressed on a previous cycle 
by case (a), or by case (eii), or by rule [158], however, final 
stress is retracted one or two syllables, in accordance with 
the Romance stress Rule. This second type of retraction is 
effected by the stressed Syllable Rule, which I will refer to 
below merely as case (c). 

In §2 above, I argued that the ASR must be reformulated 
so that it retracts stress one or two syllables (or even three, 
in exceptional cases-cf. §5.2). And in §5.1, I argued that 
the ASR must, in certain cases, be able to retract primary 
stress that had been initially assigned to the penult. Thus, 
the changes effected by case (c) and by the extended ASR are 
identical. What remains to be investigated is whether the 
rules must be ordered differently, that is, whether they 
apply in disjoint environments. 

SPE makes use of case (c) for the following types of words: 
1 3 3 1 

(a) carb'me -monsoon 
(b) piccalflli--v~rmicklli, indfistry-s/Yltmbni 

1133 I 1 3 
(c) pernntv-perm'ltN, 'lnterceptv-'lnterceptN 
(d) 

1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 
b'lplane -monoplane, engram-telegram 

(e) stkreosc6pe-kal~idosc6pe 
(f) dkZeglttev-dkZegRteN 
(g) dbcum~ntv-dbcum~ntN, t6rmkntv-tbrm~ntN 
(h) illustrate-illltstrltte, aggrandize -aggrlmiize, tn-

3 1 3 fant'lZe -percent'lZe 
( ') d 1 0 P 1 ,0 IFI 3 1, 3 
1 a V'lsory - rom'lssory,conJ'lscatory-ant'lc'lpato-

l 1 ,F' t 3 1 7Q 1, 3 ZZI r:r-c ass'lJ'lca ory, exemplMry-ur'lnary, mo us-
c6id -crystall6id 

(92) 

I will take up each of these cases in turn below, arguing that 
only the last two provide evidence for case (c). 
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6.2. To start with, as I have argued in §2, the SPE analysis 
of the stress contrast in (92a)-which depends on adding rule 
[158] to the grammar and introducing morpheme boundaries 
into carbine and other words like those in (17), but not into 
monsoon or other words like those in (18)-has a number 
of defects. First, there are morphologically complex forms 
that do not undergo rul€ [158] and subsequent stress retraction 
b ( 

31 31 31 ,1 
Y case c) (e.g., ornate, verbose, supreme, sp'lttoon, etc.). 

Second, this analysis must state as separate the fact that 
disyllables in /[ -cns -tns] [+obs +voi -cont]/, / 'Jf/, /iCo/, 
and so on, must retract stress (by rule [158] and case (c)), 
as well as trisyllables ending in the same phonological se
quences (by the ASR). Similarly, the fact that retraction is 
impossible under the same conditions for disyllables and 
t::.isyllables (e.g., for all forms ending in /on/, /ek/, jeri, 
/ ez/, etc.) must be stated twice. Third, this analysis re
quires an extra rule in the grammar, rule [158]. Worse yet, 
this rule duplicates exactly the function of an already existing 
rule, case (f) (equivalently, case (eii)), in that both assign 
final stress. Fourth, and most serious of all, in my estima
tion, the analysis violates the Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff natural
ness condition on the use of junctures in phonology. All these 
difficulties can be avoided, however, if the ASR is extended to 
handle contrasts like those in (92a), which is the course I have 
followed. 

The rules in SPE would account for the stress contrasts in 
(92b) by deriving these forms from the underlying representa
tions /pikVlill+y/, /vermVcelli/, /industr+y/, and /spum5ni/. 
The postulation of /+y/ affixes in piccalilli and industry and 
in the other words in (75a) and (79a) also constitutes a viola
tion of the Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff condition, which is a 
serious enough defect. However, as I argued in §5.1 above, 
there are other facts that seem to indicate that the ASR must 
be stated in such a way that stress may be retracted from 
stressed final syllables, or from stressed penults, when these 
are followed by /i/ or /[-cons -tns] [+cons +voc]/. Without 
this extension, the stress contours on such words as Aris
totle, calendar, and cauliflower cannot be accounted for unless 
bizarre underlying forms like [[cerV][st'Jttel]], /kcelen+dcer/, 
and the like are resorted to. For these reasons, I have 
chosen to extend the ASR to account for the forms in (92b) 
also. 
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6.3. Forms like those in (92c)-(92g) are of particularly 
great theoretical interest because they have been advanced 
as evidence not only for case (c), but also for the necessity 
of allowing the transformational cycle to apply below the 
level of word boundaries. I will defer until §11 a discussion 
of all the evidence for the latter claim and restrict myself 
at present to a demonstration that the SPE account of the 
stress difference in (92c)- (92g) is not the only one possible. 

For contrasts like those in (92c), Chomsky and Halle 
propose the following derivations: 

(93) (a) Base form [per=mit]v 
MSR (eii) 1 
Other rules [p~mit] 

(b) Base form [[per=mit]v] N 
MSR (eii) 1 
MSR (cii) 1 2 
SAR 1 3 
Other rules [p}mit] 

(94) (a) Base form [inter =kept] v 
MSR (eii) 1 
ASR DNA 
Rule [120] 2 1 
SAR 3 1 
Other rules [3 0 1 ] Inbrsept 

(b) Base form [[inter=kept]v]N 
MSR (eii) 1 
ASR DNA 
MSR (ci) 1 2 
SAR 1 3 
Other rules [1 0 3 ] Inta" sept 

The ASR does not apply'to retract stress for words like 
intercept because of the = boundary before the final syllable, 
as discussed by Chomsky and Halle in SPE, on pages 95-96. 
However, exactly the same effect can be achieved by adding 
a redundancy rule that states that stress does not retract in 
verbs and adjectives ending in =CoVCo#. 

The immediate objection to such a redundancy rule is that 
it is ad hoc and that to use such a redundancy rule is to 
give up an explanation of the stress contrast in (92c) that 
can be attained by an analysis making use of case (c) and 
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the transformational cycle. This objection can be countered, 
however. First of all, the redundancy rule blocking the ASR 
for verbs and adjectives ending in =CoVCo# can be made a 
branch of a redundancy rule that prevents stress retraction 
in disyllabic verbs and adjectives. This rule is stated in 
(95) . 

(95) 
[

+voc ] {#C ;\T} 
{:~} _ [-ASR] / =0 Co- Co # 

(a) 
(b) 

Rule (95a) must be in the grammar in any event in order to 
account for the fact that the following constitutes an exhaus
tive list of disyllabic verbs and adjectives that undergo stress 
retraction.58 

(96) (a) All adjectives in (61) and (62) and pr6l1x 
(b) All verbs in (52b) and b6yc8tt, amb~sh, highj&ck, 

1 3 1 3 13 1 3 1 
bushwhack, comment, trzumph, wzgwag, eaves-

3 13 13 1 3 13 13 
drop, clzmax, deluge, umpzre, hzccough, seesaw, 

1 3 1 3 1 3 59 1 3 1 3 vacuum, xerox, veto, kzdnap, hobnob 

The enormous lists of disyllabic verbs and adjectives that do 
not exhibit stress retraction, of which the examples in (57a) 
and (66) and those in SPE on page 69 (cf. [18 II, III]) and 
page 80 (cf. [42 II, III]) constitute only a small fraction, testify 
amply, I think, to the fact that (95a) expresses a significant 

581 have not included in (96) many morphologically complex words. 
Other rules apply' to these forms, which include the adjectives in -ive. 
1 will argue (in § 7 .1) that all these have originally been finally stressed 
and have subsequently undergone stress retraction and a special rule 
of Destressing. Nor have 1 included verbs and adjectives in -ate, 
because for many of these the redundancy pointed out by Chomsky and 
Halle on p. 155 obtains. Nor have 1 included adjectives in -oid, such as 
rhtnnbbid, which all undergo case (c), or verbs'in -ize, such as baptize, 
whose stress retraction will be discussed in § 8. Adjectives in -ine, such 

1 3 1 3 
as feline, canine, etc., have also been excluded, since their stress 
retraction follows from the fact that all words in /iCo/ undergo the ASR, 
as was pointed out above, in connection with the words in (28). 

59Following a suggestion made to me by Paul Kiparsky, 1 propose to 
account for the v~t8-mbttS contrast (cf. pp. 190-191) by entering veto 
as /vet5/ and motto as /m:Jtto/. Case (f) will assign final stress to veto, 

+ASR 
and the ASR will retract the stress. This proposal allows rule [45] on 
p. 191 of SPE to be dispensed with. 
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generalization and should be included in the grammar. Clear
ly, adding (95b) to (95a) to account for the nonretraction of 
stress in words like intercepty and comprehend (and, inci
dentally, in such words as pennity, importy, etc., which do 
not undergo stress retraction because they are disyllabic 
and because they contain the boundary =) complicates the 
grammar in only a minor way. I will show below, however, 
in §6.5, that even this minor complication can be avoided 
when (95b) is made part of rule (107). 

The other objection to (95b), namely, that it misses an 
explanation of the contrasts in (92c), an explanation that the 
analysis in SPE can provide, is wrong in a deeper way. That 
is, I cannot see that the rules in SPE have explained the 
following observation, which is due to Paul KiparskY,60 and 
which I take to be a very deep fact about English: 

(97) If verbs or adjectives that are homophonous with 
nouns differ from the noun in the location of primary 
stress, this stress is never to the right of the 
primary stress of the noun. 61 

Thus, (97) rules out as impossible such noun-verb pairs as 
,1 13 1 13 *unportN-zmporty, *pol'lceN-polzcey, and so on, or such noun-
d ' t' . * t 1 1 t 3 d' 1 d1 

3 a Jec Ive paIrs as ex remeN-ex remeA, * zvzneN- zvzneA, 
and so on. 

How could the rules of SPE exclude the first of these 
pairs? Observe that if the base forms shown in (98a) are 
possible base forms, the derivations shown in (98b) will pro
duce the unacceptable result that (97) excludes. 

(98) (a) [im=port]N [[im=port]N]y 

(b) MSR (eii) 1 1 
MSR (cii) 1 2 
SAR 1 3 

[impbrt] *[imp~rt] 

6Opersonal communication. 
61The only counterexample 1 know of, although 1 am not sure any such 

dialect exists, would be a dialect that exhibited only def6nseN and d~fJnsev 
(as in football). 1 am not sure, but 1 think that in my speech the noun can 
be pronounced with or without stress retraction, while the verb is more 
natural with stress retraction, though it does not seem impossible without 
retraction. 
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The only way I can see to avoid (98), within the framework 
of SPE, would be to state ad hoc that (98a) contains inadmissi
?le ba.se .forms, in particular, that [[X]N]y and [[X]N]A are 
madmIsslble surface structures. But such a claim seems to 
me to be far too strong, at least insofar as the bracketing 
[[X]y]N is to represent the intuition that such nouns as those 
in (99) are deverbal and deadjectival, that is, that the 
homophonous verb or adjective "feels ," in some at present 
totally mysterious way, more basic than the homophonous 
noun. 

(99) (a) transfer, sneeze, spring, construct, walk, sleep, 
snore, wait, move, repair, etc. 

(b) extreme, divine, remote, modern, particular, 
partial, harmonic, elective, etc. 

Note that, in order to prevent the derivation of 1-3 stress 
contours on any nouns in (99b) , lexical items like extreme 
divine, and remote could be marked [-case (c)] in the lexicon'. 

However, just as some nouns "feel" deverbal, some verbs 
"feel" denominal. A selection is given in (100). 

(100) to police, to snag, to stone, to pattern, to voice, 
to machine, to shellac, to fool, to boot, to package, 
to balloon, etc. 

The question that now arises is the following: if a base form 
like [[k;:,n=strukt]y]N is allowable as a formal representation 
of the fact that a construct is felt to be less basic than to con
struct, why is the base form [[p51es]N]y not admissible as a 
representation of the fact that to police is felt to be less basic 
than the noun police?62 And if it is allowable, what stops the 
derivation in (101)? 

(101) 
MSR (eii) 
MSR (dii) 
SAR 
Other rules 

[[p51es ]N] y 
1 

1 2 
1 3 

* [p5wlfys] 

To be sure, it would be possible to mark police as [-case 

621 am not interested at present in whether the noun or the verb of a 
given pair is felt to be more basic. As far as 1 know, all speakers have 
some feeling about whether certain words belong in (99) or (100), and the 
point 1 am concerned with here does not depend on the particular exam
ples 1 have used. 
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(c)], as is necessary with extreme and remote, but to do 
this is to miss the real generalization expressed in (97). 
(97) states that no words (but cf. fn. 61) will be of the form 
*policeN-pDlicev. Clearly, to mark police, shellac, and 
machine as being [-case (c)] is not to provide an explanation 
for (97). Nor, in fact, would (97) be explained, even if some 
redundancy rule could be formulated that automatically as
signed [-case (c)] to structures of the form [[X]N]V.

63 
The 

question would merely be pushed back to the question of why 
such a redundancy rule should exist. 

If rule (95a) is in the grammar, a formal explanation of 
(97) can be achieved, a fact that constitutes evidence of the 
strongest kind for the correctness of rule (95). I will defer, 
until §6. 7, where I discuss the contrast between t'8rmkntvand 
tbrm~ntN, a presentation of my proposed explanation. Here 
I would merely like to point out that (97) must, in any adequate 
theory of grammar, be related to the fact that Cb for nouns 
is a superset of Cb for adjectives and Cb for verbs. Thus, 
there are more types of nouns that can have penultimate or 
antepenultimate stress than there are types of adjectives or 
verbs that can be stressed in this way. The larger regularity, 
which includes both this fact about the assignment of primary 
stress by the MSR and Kiparsky's observation about stress 
retraction, is that nouns tend to exhibit primary stress on 
earlier syllables of a word than adjectives or verbs. The 
theoretical consequences of this broader fact will be dis
cussed in some detail in §9. 64 

6.4. Let us turn now to the contrasts in (92d), which 
Chomsky and Halle propose to account for as in (102). 

(102) 
(a) Base form 
(b) MSR (eii) 

MSR (cii) 
SAR 
other rules 

[bi[plren]s]N, 
1 

1 2 
1 3 

1 3 
[baypleyn] 

MSR (eii) 
MSR (ci) 
SAR 

1 2 
1 3 
1 3 

Other rules [manepleyn] 

63Such a redundancy rule would be too strong in any case, as the noun 
d~tot,r N and the denominal verb [[ dJt3ur ]N] v show. The point is not that 
denominal verbs (or adjectives) cannot retract stress, but that stress 
can only be retracted in the verb (or adjective) if it also is in the noun. 
This fact cannot be accounted for in the SPE analysis. 

64Cf. also Ross (1971). 
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We see that these forms can also be handled without case (c) 
and without having to assume two passes through cyclical 
rules. If biplane and monoplane are entered as /bi+plffin/ and 
/m~n~+plren/, respectively, case (f) will assign final stress, 
and the ASR and SAR will produce the desired 1-3 stress 
contours. The same is true for engram and telegram. If 
these are entered as /en+grrem/ and /tele+grrem/, respec
tively, the same sequence of rules can be used to derive the 
desired stress contours. Thus, neither pair provides evidence 
for case (c) or for the cycle. The kind of word that would pro
vide conclusive proof that case (c) is necessary for the 
contrasts in (92d) would be a word like belDwp(ftne or inskct-

3 
plane, where the stress would only be retracted one syllable, 
to the strong penult. However, such words do not exist. All 
words that end in such stems as -phone, -graph, -Photo, 
-plasm, -chrome, -tome, and so forth can only be preceded 
by prefixes that end in a weak cluster, such as bio-, tele-, 
phono-, photo-, endo-, and zygo-; and stress can be retracted 
to the initial syllable of such prefixes equally well by case (3) 
of the ASR or by case (ci). I will discuss the status of such 
trisyllabic prefixes as stereo-, audio-, and hetero- in §6.5 
below. 

Note that it is only case (f) that makes it possible to derive 
the stress for such words as engram and telegram without 
having recourse to case (c), for the rules of SPE could only 
stress such underlying forms as /en+grrem/ and /tele+grrem/ 
by case (b), which would produce the incorrect results 
*[~ngr~m] and *[t~l~gr~m]. But an MSR that includes case (f) 
can produce the correct 1-3 contours by lexically marking 
the morpheme gram [-case (b)], just as the morpheme Siam 
will be marked. 

However, there is a point being overlooked here that is 
captured in the analysis of SPE. No word composed of a 
prefix followed by a monosyllabic stem can be stressed by 
case (b), 65 even if the stem ends in Cb. This statement is true 
both of Greek stems like -gram, -crat, and so on, and also 
of Latin stems like -mit and -cuss. That is such pronuncia-
t . 1 0 1 0 1 0 ' 1 0 IOns as *democrat, *zsobar, *permzt, and *dzscuss are 

651he restriction to monosyllables is necessary because of such words 
as teleph3to and t~trahJdron. 
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impossible.66 Chomsky and Halle account for this fact by 
postulating such surface structures as the one shown in (103) 
(cf. SPE, p. 100, paragraph 2), 

(103) /N~ 
mono stem 

I graph 

and by mentioning the category S(=Stem) in the statement of 
the MSR, thus ensuring that [1 stress] will be assigned to 
graph on the first cycle. However, there is no syntactic 
justification for such a phrase structure category as stem. 
Since no transformational rule refers to this category, this 
solution cannot be considered adequate. 

I do not dispute the fact that the morphemes in the lexicon 
must be segregated into a large number of combinatorial 
classes, since only certain sequences of such morpheme 
classes are possible words. That is, although autocyclo
phonistic is a possible English word, the same sequence of 
morphemes in reverse order, or pairwise permuted, is not. 
Such facts should be accounted for by including in the lexicon 
a set of word-formation rules. This idea is by no means 
novel, although the problem of accounting for the set of possi
ble morpheme sequences has been largely ignored in previouS 
work on generative grammar. 67 I would imagine that the 
class of stems-e.g., such words as -graph, -hedron, -cycle, 
-mit, -ceive, -cuss, and so forth, which play no role in the 
syntax of English, to the best of my knowledge-will play an 
important part in the eventual set of word-formation rules for 
English. Let us assume, for the sake of discussion, that the 
word-formation rules will refer, among other things, to word
formation features like [+stem]. These features will be listed 
in the lexicon proper in the entries of such morphemes as 
-graph and -hedron. I would propose that the fact that there 

66Jay Keyser has pointed out to me that there are exceptions to this 
generalization, especially in British English. Thus, the pronunciations 

10 10 1 0 13 program, diagram, Pentagon, etc., are not uncommon, even though -
contours are also possible. I propose that such forms be lexically 
marked as exceptions to redundancy rule (107), This point is developed 

below, 67Halle and I will present some preliminary speculations about such 
word-formation rules in the paper mentioned in fn, 50 above, 
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are no suc,h, words as *d~mocr3.t (but cf. fn. 66) be captured 
n~t bi wrItIng rules that will necessitate ad hoc surface 
StUC udres like (103), but rather by assuming the existence 
o a re undancy rule like (104). 

(104) [+s~m] - [:~~6B(b)] / +Co- Co # 

_p;:a~iS r~le only affects monosyllabic stems, for stems like 
.0 ~n -hedron must be stressed by case (b) Note al 

~ha~!t 1S dnecessary to specify that all words c~nsisting ~~ 
re lX an stem not only undergo case (f) but also exhibit 

str~ss retraction, for such words as *biplltne and *T.?o-3d 
chrome are i 'bl nU ahave t mpo~sl e. This fact about retraction would 

o ,be stated In the SPE analysis as well, since it must 
be P?SSl?le to mark lexical entries [-case (c)] as the dis 
~uSS1~n m §6.7 below, dealing with the stres~ of the wor~ 
amen, shows. Some way must be found t 
p~efix-ste~ word~ like monoplane can nev:r e::U::ar~:~ 
[ case (c)], ot?erWlSe the undesired *11'l8noplane would result. 
Thus, ~omethmg corresponding to rule (104) would have to 
appear In the set of redundancy rules for SPE 1 
t R~cat~ that in §6.3 above, I proposed that a ~r~~'ch be added 
o r: e 5a) to plock th~ ASR from retracting stress in such 
v~r sl a~ permztv ,and 'lnterckptv, The device used followed 
~ ose y he analysIs suggested in SPE, pages 95-96 which 

epended on whether the ASR could retract stress 'from a 
syllable preceded by the boundary =. However the resultin 
~.Ule, (95b), res~mbles rule (104), in that both ~pecify condi: 
rI~t~:c~~~~r whlCh words that end in stems undergo stress 

This similarity can easily be exploited Ob' 1 adeq t t f . VlOUS y, any 
t ua e se 0 word-formation rules for English will have 
~ sep~ra(t1e stems and prefixes into at least two classes as 

s own In 05) and (106). ' 

(105) (a) ab-, ad-, con-, contra-, de-, in-, inter-, per-, 
pro-, re-, sub-, trans-, omni-, equi- ambi-
etc. ' , 

68 ' side T:fe t~xact mterpretation of the feature [+ASR], when on the right 
. e arrow of a redundancy rule, will be discussed in § 10 

~~~g:fl~h;tAcsanR ?fe ,tthough,t of as a ~ormal device that ensures the applica~ 
1 1 S envIronment IS met, 
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(b) -cuss, -ceive, -cide, -cede, -tain, -pose, -mit, 
-gress, -pend, -spect, -late, -fer, -rode, -here, 
etc. 

(106) (a) bio-, psycho-, mono-, iso-, hexa-, cata-, para-, 
physio-, tele-, syn-, proto-, etc. 

(b) -phone, -graph, -gram, -gon, -spore, -tome, 
-log, -phage, -hedron, -plasm, etc. 

Roughly, any prefix in (105a) can be followed by any stem in 
(105b), or any prefix in (106a) by any stem in (106b), and a 
possible English word will result. However, no words can be 
formed if one part is from (105) and the other from (106). To 
account for this fact, some feature will be necessary. Let us 
therefore, in accordance with etymology, assign to the mor
phemes in (106) the ad hoc feature [+Greek]. 

Reconsidering the words that rules (95b) and (104) must 
account for, we see that in [+Greek] prefix-stem words, 
stress is always retracted, in both nouns and verbs. Some 

13 1 3 13 1 
examples are telephoneNV, telescopeNV, catalog NY, and para-
phrdseNY' However, in [-Greek] words, stress is only re
tracted in nouns. 69 These facts can be accounted for by 
reformulating (104) as (107): 

(107) [+siem] - [-(:~~~)] / +C o ~(I{+;- }>] Co # ~ +Greek 

69This statement is not quite accurate, in a way that I do not see at 
present how to remedy. Consider, for instance, the word abstract. With 
a 3-1 (or 0-1) contour it can be an adjective meaning "not concrete ," 
or a verb meaning "to remove, or steal, from." With a 1-3 contour, it 
can be a noun with the meaning "precis, condensation, summary," or 
it can be a verb, with the meaning "to construct an abstract for or of" 
(as in This journql sur~ did a rotten job in abstracting my paPer.). Other 
examples are to intercepty ("give the intercepts of"), to p~rmity ("pro
vide with a permit"), to r~j~cty (" mark as a reject"), etc. These 
examples, which all "feel" strongly denominal, seem to suggest that 
rather than notations like [[ ]N]y and [[ JyJN, what may be necessary is 
a notation [ JIN yl ' where the node subscripts form an unordered set, 
and where some rule or convention will stipulate that the symbol N pre
dominates. If a subscript set contains N, the word with such a subscript 
set will undergo rules referring to nouns, even though it may be func
tioning syntactically as a verb. I realize, of course, that it is far too 
early to propose this or any other formal solution with any confidence, so 
the above should be regarded as speculation. 
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This rule looks terribly ad hoc until it'i~ ;<compa-r:~d;;w~tl1'!::_<1" 
the theoretical machinery that SPE uses to achieve the same' :",J 

effect. First, instead of the ad hoc word-formation feature 
[+Stem], SPE makes use of ad hoc surface structures like 
(103) and of the boundary =. (I will argue in §7.2, in connection 
with the rule of Medial Laxing, that this boundary is not only 
unnecessary, but that it also actually makes it impossible to 
derive the stress contours of such words as prksid~nt and 
thus must be dispensed with in favor of the feature configura
tion [+Stem -Greek] or possibly [+Stem +Latin].) 

Second, while it is indeed ad hoc to mention the feature 
[+N] in the environment of (107), there is no non-ad hoc way 
for derivations such as that in (101) to be blocked within the 
framework of SPE. That is, within the SPE framework 
allowing nouns to be derived from verbs by an additionai 
pass through the cycle, but not allowing verbs to be derived 
from nouns in a parallel fashion, is an ad hoc restriction on 
underlying forms that corresponds exactly to my mentioning 
[+N] in the environment of (107). 

Finally, mentioning the feature [+Greek] in (107) is ad hoc, 
but no more so than postulating the structures shown in (108) 
in place of any of those shown in (109). 

(108) [tele [f5n]s]NY [inter=kept]v 
[[inter=kept ]Y] N 

(109) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

[tele [f5n]S]NV 
[tele=f5n]N 

[[tele=f5n]N]Y 

[tele=f5n]N 
[[tele=f5n]N]v 

[inter [kept]s] N Y 
[inter=kept ]Y 

[[inter =kept]y] N 

[inter [kept] S]NY 

The underlying representations in (109a) will yield 1-3 con
tours on both the nouns and the verbs. The representations in 
(109b) will yield 3-1 contours on the noun telephoneN and on 
the verb interceptv, and 1-3 contours on the verb telephoney 
and the noun interceptN. The representations in (109c) will 
yield a 1-3 contour on both variants of intercept and on the 
verb telephoney, but a 3-1 contour on the noun telephoneN. 
Obviously, it would be easy to increase the number of under
lying representations in (109), which will yield even more 
unattested types of alternation. Of course, I do not dispute 
that the representations given in (108) will yield the desired 
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output, given the rules in SPE. My point is merely that there 
is no independent motivation, from the syntax or from any 
other part of the grammar, for choosing anyone of these 
representations over any other. After all, if there can be a 
stress cycle on -phone, why can there not be one on -cept? 
Thus, the choice of the representations in (108), instead 
of any of those in (109), is ad hoc-just as the use of the 
feature [+Greek] in the environment of (107) is. 

In fact, it seems that although the stress contours of 
prefix-stem words are completely predictable, given the 
knowledge of whether or not the word is [+Greek] and of what 
its syntactic category is, the particular content of the stress 
contour (that is, whether the final syllable is stressed and 
whether retraction applies) is completely random and unre
lated to other facts about English stress contours. The 
predictability of stress in prefix-stem words is a particular 
fact and is not related to other, more general, rules of 
stress.70 Therefore, I can see no reason to prefer the SPE 
analysis, which makes use of ad hoc representations like 
those in (103) and (108), over my rule (107), which connects 
the MSR and the ASR in an ad hoc way to the features [+Stem], 
[+Greek], and [+N].71 

There is one difference, however, between rule (107) and 
the analysis in SPE that seems, despite the ad hocness of 
both, to clearly motivate choosing the former over the latter. 
If the noun fnterc~ptN is to be derived from the verb by an 
extra pass through the cycle, what is to prevent the verb 
t~lePh3ney from being derived in a parallel fashion from the 
noun tkleph3neN? If this is allowed, such incorrect deriva
tions as that in (110) will result. 

(110) Base form: [[tele[f5n]s]N]Y 

MSR (eii) 
MSR (ci) 
MSR (ci) 
SAR 

Other rules 

1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 0 0 ] * [telafan 

7D.rhis claim is somewhat too strong. That the environment of rule 
(107) contains the feature [+N] is related to a more general phenomenon, 
which will be discussed in § 9. 

7l0ne disturbing feature of rule (107) does require comment, namely, 
the fact that its environment essentially repeats the environment of 
case (f). I have not been able to find a way to remedy this obvious defect. 
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The reason that the vowel of the last syllable of the derived 
member of the noun-verb pair telephone will undergo Vowel 
Reduction is discussed by Chomsky and Halle on page 107, 
in connection with the noun dkleg&teN. (Obviously, the incor
rect derivation in (110) would not be affected if the noun 
telephone were assumed to be deverbal.) I will discuss the 
SPE analysis of this word in detail in §6. 6. Here, suffice 
it to say that, unless the underlying representation in (110) 
is ruled out on some ad hoc basis, the analysis in SPE will 
produce an incorrect 1-0 contour on the derived member of 
the noun-verb pair for telephone. Again, let me emphasize 
that this difficulty cannot be satisfactorily sidestepped by 
disallowing underlying representations of the form [[X]N]Y' 
which would, however, have the correct results, in that it 
would prevent (98), (101), and (110). The question would still 
have to be faced as to why [[X]Y]N representations are ad
misSible, if [[X]N]Y representations are not. Until that ques
tion had been given a satisfactory answer, it could not be 
claimed that the stress contrast between lnterc~pty and 
interc~ptN had been explained-since the proposed account 
would depend on the ad hoc prohibition of one of two kinds 
of underlying representation, each of which seems equally 
well motivated, syntactically or intuitively. 

Note that if cyclical rules are prohibited from applying 
below the level of word boundaries, the difficulty occasioned 
by the incorrectness of the form *tblephSney vanishes. Both 
the noun and the verb forms of telephone can be derived as 
in (111). 

(111) Base form: 

Rule (107) 

MSR (f) 
ASR 
SAR 
Other rules 

/tele+f5n/ 

[
+Greek] 
+Stem 

[
-case (b)] 
+ASR 

1 
1 2 
1 3 

1 3 
[telafOwn] 

I conclude, therefore, not only that the stress contrasts in 
(92d) cannot be taken to provide evidence for case (c) and for 
the cycle, but also that the impossibility of excluding *tkle
phSney, on a principled basis, actually argues against allowing 
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cyclically ordered rules to apply below the level at which 
word boundaries are reached in English. 

6.5. Let us turn now to the contrast shown in (92e), 
st~reosc8Pe -kaleidosc8pe, which SPE accounts for as in 
(112), using case (c) and the transformational cycle. 

(112) 

(a) Base form [stere+::>[sk5p]S]N (b) 
MSR (eii) __ 1 __ 
MSR (ci) 1 2 MSR (cii) 
SAR 1 3 
Other rules [st~riyask5wp] 

[kVlid+::> [sk;:,p lS]N 
1 

1 2 
1 3 

[kal[ydaskowp] 

Recall that there is a rule, the ASR, which has the function 
of retracting stress one, two, or three sypables g that we could 
make use of to derive the stress on stereoscope. However, 
whereas the ASR does not normally retract stress three 
syllables, trisyllabic retraction is mandatory for all words 
consisting of a prefix plus a stem when the prefix is anyone 
of those in (113). 

(113) stereo-, idio-, helio-, entero-, hetero-, helico-, 
hagio-, sidero-, biblio-, physio-, cinema-, cardio-, 
radio-, ute ro-, dolicho:", polio-, (en)cephalo-, 
audio -, etc. 72 

On the other hand, disyllabic retraction is T-andalory for 
the ~refixes in (114), as such words as tonszlloscope and 
daguerrotype indicate. 

(114) galvano-, oscillo-, polari-, tonsillo-, Pupillo-, 
spinthari-, praxino-, daguerro-, chromato-, etc. 

Note that both these sets of words have penultimate sylla
bles that end (phonetically) in weak clusters, unless the 
relevant syllable precedes a vowel, in which case the Tensing 

72It is perhaps worth noting that almost all these prefixes end in the 
subsequence V[ -obs] V, and that most of the words in (.87), also h,a ve 
subsequences of this form following primary stress. Th1s 1S poss1bly 
of significance, since V[ -obs]~ V is exactly the type of two-vowel subse
quence that can be used to fill a W position in Chaucer's iambic meter, 
as has been pointed out by Halle and Keyser (1967). And, as Chomsky 
and Halle observe (p. 78), "[The ASR] produces alternations of stressed 
and unstressed vowels. It is thus one of the factors contributing to the 
frequently observed predominance of iambic rhythms in English." 
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Rule applies (as in stereo-, radio-, etc.). Therefore, it is not 
clear how it can be claimed that stress retraction is governed 
by the principle of the RSR. Chomsky and Halle consider 
these forms on page 104, in footnote 56, where they again 
suggest inserting an ad hoc morpheme boundary in the forms 
of (113), but not in those of (114). They formulate case (c) 
in such a way that the "morpheme" / +::>+/ can be disregarded 
along with the final stressed syllable, when stress is re
tracted by this case. As I have argued above, I can see no 
difference between such a solution and the one for the Bein
Pein contrast, which Chomsky, Halle, and Lukoff rejected, and 
I think correctly so, in 1956. Both solutions are equally 
suspect, and a theory that excludes on a principled basis 
representations like /bayn/ versus /b#ayn/ must also exclude 
ones like / stere+::>+sk5p/ versus /t::>nsil::>+sk5p/. The last 
of these representations is especially suspect, in light of the 
existence of the word tonsil, which clearly indicates that there 
must be a morpheme /+::>+/ in tonsillosc8pe. Nor is a second 
analysis, mentioned in footnote 56 by Chomsky and Halle, 
possible, namely, the device of entering the prefixes in (114) 
in the lexicon with geminate consonants. While such an ad hoc 
representation can be made to work for a representation like 
/t~nsill/, that is, for an MSR whose environment for case (b) 
ends in Co, it cannot be made to work if Co is replaced by Cb, 
as I have argued is necessary. /11/ is not in Cb, and the 
underlying representation /t::>nsill/ could only be stressed 
by case (f), yielding, eventually, *tbnsll or *t3nsil, instead of 
the desired tbns2l, depending on whether stress retraction 
occurs. Nor is the third possibility entertained by Chomsky 
and Halle, in footnote 95 on page 138, viable. There they 
suggest marking the final vowel of the words in (113), though 
not of those in (114), with the feature [+D], which case (c) is 
formulated to disregard. This solution, however, will entail 
postulating two otherwise identical "morphemes," which 
differ only in the marking on the feature [+D]. In words like 

hklicosc3pe, the morpheme/:~+ /WOUld appear (cf. helix), 

whereas in tonsillosc8pe the plain morpheme / +::>+/ would 
appear. This solution also seems intolerable to me. 

I see no reason to register the fact that stress retraction 
onto such prefixes as those in (113) and (114) is unpredictable 
elsewhere than on the retraction rule itself. All the facts will 
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be accounted for if the prefixes in (113) are marked minus 
for the general redundancy rule, (115), which specifies that 
all words are [-case (3)] of the ASR. 

(115) ] - [-case (3)] 

stress will be retracted three syllables when the ASR applies 
to words beginning with one of these prefixes, or when it 
applies to the monomorphemic words in (87a), which are also 
[-115] (since case (3) of this rule becomes applicable first, 
being the longest of the set of three disjunctively ordered 
rules). That is, the derivation of stbreosc6pe would proceed 
as shown in (116). 

(116) Base form 

Rule (115) 
MSR (f) 
ASR 
SAR 

Other rules 

/steriV+sk5p/ 
[-115] 
DNA 

1 
1 2 
1 3 

[st~riyask5wp ] 
Note that in this analysis, it is not possible for stress 

to be wrongly retracted three syllables, that is, onto the 
first syllable of such words as those in (117). 

(117) kaleido-, laryngo-, ophthalmo-, galacto-, phena-
kisto-, dipleido-, phonendo-, urethro-, etc. 

To see this, recall that (gOa) shows that the syllable im
mediately to the right of the one to which case (3) of the ASR 
retracts stress must end in a weak cluster. Because of the 

• 1 0 0 3 
non-existence of such monomorphemlC words as *catasparan, 
even if we were to mark a prefix like kaleido- or laryngo
with the feature [-115], the ASR could only retract stress 
two syllables, because of the way case (3) of the ASR must 
be stated. Thus, the derivation of kaleidosc6pe could only 
proceed as follows: 

(118) Base form /kVlidV +sk5p/ 
[ -115] 

Rule (115) DNA 
MSR (f) 1 
ASR case (3) DNA 
ASR case (2) 1 2 
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SAR 1 3 
Other rules 

1 3 
[kaHiydaskowp] 

I conclude that contrasts like those in (92e) cannot be used 
in support of derivations like those in (116), which involve 
case (c) and the cycle. On the one hand, contrasts like those 
between the stress-retraction phenomena exhibited by the 
prefixes in (113) as opposed to those in (114) cannot be 
accounted for in such an analysis without violating the 
Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff naturalness condition; on the other 
hand, the fact that such prefixes as those in (117) never 
retract stress three syllables is a natural consequence of 
the way case (3) of the ASR must, on independent grounds, 
be formulated. Therefore, it seems perfectly natural to 
account for the contrasts in retraction shown in (92e) by 
means of the ASR. 

6.6. Let us now turn to such pairs as those in (92f), 
1 3 1 0 • 

delegatev-delegateN, WhIch Chomsky and Halle derive as in 
(119) (cf. p. 107). 

(119) Base forms 
MSR (eii) 
ASR 
MSR (di) 
ASR 
SAR 
Other rules 

1 

1 3 
1 3 

[delageyt] 

[ [ de IV gffit ] v ] N 

1 
1 2 
1 3 
DNA 

1 4 
[d~lag~t] 

That is, Chomsky and Halle predicate the reduction of the 
final vowel of dbleg8teN upon the deverbal "feel" of this 
noun, requiring it, therefore, to go through the cycle of stress 
rules one more time than the more primary verb. The rules, 
in particular case (c), are for mulated in such a way that this 
second pass through the cycle will weaken the stress on the 
final syllables of this noun by one degree, which will even
tually cause it to reduce. 

I find this explanation inadequate on three grounds. First, 
if a homophonous trisyllabic noun-verb pair ending in -ate 
could be found, where the noun was "felt" to be primary, 
we would expect the noun to have a 1-3 contour, but the verb, 
by hypothesis derived by means of an extra pass through 
the cycle, would have a 1-0 stress contour. I know of one 
such noun-(denominal)verb pair that is trisyllabic and one 
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that is disyllabic. The trisyllabic example is candidate, which 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary lists also as a 
possible verb, giving it a 1-3 stress pattern. The disyllabic 
case is the verb prObate. Both these verbs "feel" clearly 
denominal to me; thus, by the rules in SPE, they should 
have 1-0 contours. Such a stress contour would be derived 
for probatev: 

(120) Base form 

Rule [158] 
MSR (cii) 
MSR (cii) 
SAR 
other rules 

[[pr5b+ffit ]N]V 
1 

1 2 
1 3 
1 4 

*[prbwb~t] 
Again, it is not important that all speakers share my intuition 
that the verbs cbndiaJte and prbb~te are denominal. The 
more important claim that I am making is that no homopho
nous pair of the following form could exist: [lX3]N-[lXO]v' 
This fact seems to be related somehow to Kiparsky's obser
vation, (97), but, at present, it is not clear exactly how. 
Note that the problem of excluding * pr8b8tev can be reduced 
to the problem of excluding the base form in (120). If there 
were a principled way of excluding this and, similarly, of 
excluding (98a) and the base forms in (101) and (110), (97) 
would be explained, as well as the impossibility of *cbndid8tev 
and pr8b8tev. But at present, no way of excluding such forms 
exists. 

The second objection I have to Chomsky and Halle's anal
ysis is that it is far too strong. It predicts that whenever 
there is a homophonous verb-noun pair, regardless of which 
member is basic, if the basic member exhibits a 1-3 contour, 
the derived member will exhibit a 1-0 contour, since it will 
undergo a second cycle through the rules. Actually, however, 
it is only if the words end in -ate that any reduction can ever 
be observed.73 To take a word that constitutes a near minimal 

13 10 . 13 13 
pair with de legate v-delegateN, conSIder dynanntev-dynannteN, 
both of which I ass u m e to derive from an underlying 
/ dinremo+it/, 74 and both of which exhibit a 1- 3 stress contour. 

1 3 1 0 
731 will take up such contrasts as documen~v- documentNin § 6.7 below. 
7'1rere 1 make the further assumption, on which nothing depends, that 

the final 0 of dynamo will be deleted by the rule of Vowel Drop (cf. fn. 38 
above). 
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In fact, in verb-noun or adjective-noun pairs ending in /vt/ 
(for all other vowels for which I have been able to find exam
ples), if one member has a 1-3 stress, so does the other. 

1.3 1 3 1 3 
Some examples are prostztuteNV, p'arachuteNV, creosoteNV, 
13 3 1 3 1 3 1 

boycottNv, umlautNV, thermostatNV, alphabetNv, and counter-
j~itNVA' 

Another near minimal contrast is the noun-verb pair 
r~neg~deN-r~negJdev, both of which presumably derive from 
the underlying form /renig+ffid/ (cf. renege). In fact, regard
less of the final vowel and the final consonant, I have found 
no examples, aside from words in -ate, in which one member 
of a homophonous pair can exhibit a 1-3 contour and the other 
a 1-0 contour. Some examples of the lack of this contrast are 

1 i.f.3 1 3 h 1 d' 3 1. 3d t 1 
sacrzJzceNV, compromlseNV, an lcaPNV, suzcz eNV, oma-

3 13 1 3. 13 1.3 
hawkNV, catalogNV, pantomzmeNV, guzllotzneNV, manzcureNV, 
and rldic!tleNv. Nor do words ending in more than one conso
nant, except for -ment (cf. §6.7 below), ever exhibit reduction 
in one member of a homographous pair, as is indicated by 

1 3 1 3 1.3 such examples as boomerangNV, somersaultNv, manijestNV, 
bquatintNv, co£mterpJintNv, and bval~ncheNV. Despite all these 
pairs, the rules in SPE would produce a reduced vowel in the 
final syllable of the derived member, whichever member 
of the pair this was chosen to be. 

In one other respect the SPE analysis of the contrast in 
(92f) is too strong. Consider the verb-noun dictate. Assuming 
the verb to be basic, in line with my intuition (but note that 
nothing would be changed with the reverse assumption), and 
given the rules in SPE, we would expect the following deriva
tions: 

(121) (a) Base form [dikt+c'£t] v [[ dikt+l'Et ]v] N 
(b) Rule [158] 1 1 

MSR (cii) 1 2 1 2 
MSR (cii) 1 3 
SAR 1 3 1 4 
Other rules 

1 3 
[dIkteyt] *[djkt~t] 

The rules in SPE predict that the stress reduction manifested 
in derived trisyllabic forms like dkleg8teN should also turn 
up in derived disyllabic forms. In fact, however, reduction 
is limited to words of at least three syllables, as the following 
examples, all of which have 1-3 contours in both members 
of the pair, clearly show. 
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I 3 ~ 3 13 13 1 
(122) prostratevA, )'lltratevN, truncatevA, gyratevA, 1rlan-

3 1 3 Ib3t dateNV' castratevlNA, re a eNV 

I know of no disyllabic pairs in -ate whose final vowel exhibits 
an [ey }"[a] alternation. 

Summing up, it seems that the stress contrast in (92f) 
cannot be attributed to the operation of rules or processes 
of wide generality. First of all, as the pair candidateNv 
shows, denominal verbs never exhibit 1-0 contours: as far 
as I know, the reduction is limited to nouns and adjectives. 

, 1 3 1 3 d I 3 t 
Second, pairs lIke dynam'lteNv, renega eNV, and aquat'ln NV 

show that the reduction only affects pairs ending in jffitj. 
Finally, words like those in (122) show that the process 
must be restricted to words with three or more syllables. 
All these facts find expression in rule (123). 

[:~:: ] - [=~~~ess] /-VCOVCO - t#] 
+tns NA 

3 stress 

(123) 

There is a class of nouns ending in the morpheme -ate, 
which is preceded by a noun denoting a role or a position, 

1 3 I 3 1, 3 tIt ,4 h'3 t d such as sultanate, ep'lscopate, pr'lnc'lpa e, pa rzarc a e, an 
caliPhate, many of which do not und~rgo rule (123) (but ICf. 

the alternative pronunciations sultanate and the words con
sul~te and protectorate, which must undergo rule (123)). In 
general, this morpheme -ate would be marked [-123]. Fur
thermore there is a chemical and biological affix -ate, as in 

'1 3 I 3 1, 3 fIb 'll3 t 75 d pIt' silicate, vanadate, cyanate, pect'lnate, 'l r'l a e, an e z,o-
lltte, that would also be marked [-123]. Except for these 
cases the rule appears to be fairly general. The only 

, 1, 3 1 
real exceptions I know of are the nouns b'lllmgsgate, surro-
gate, candidate, and mhgistrate, although the last two can 
optionally undergo the rule and be assigned 1-0 contours. 
(See SPE, p. 107, fn. 62, for further discussion.) 

Thus the stress contrasts in (92f), like those in (92c)
(92e), p~ovide evidence neither for case (c) nor for the cycle. 
Unless such underlying forms as those in (120) and (121) can 

75This word can be pronounced with a 1-0 contour. It would therefore 
have to be marked as being able to optionally undergo rule (116). 
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be ruled out on a principled basis, the existence of such 
, 13 13 1 3 

paIrs as dynal11'lteNV, renegadeNV, cOmprOl11'lSeNV, and of the 
words in (122) constitutes strong counterevidence against 
formulating case (c) so that a final syllable with [2 stress] 
will allow for stress to be retracted, as is proposed in SPE, 
pages 107-108. I suggest, therefore, that case (c) be re
stricted so that it retracts stress only when [1 Stress] has 
been placed upon the final syllable, and that alternations like 
those in (92f) be handled by rule (123).76 We will see in §7.1 
that this rule forms part of a larger process. 

6.7. Let us now examine the stress contrasts in (92g). 
Chomsky and Halle propose the derivations shown in (124a) 
for the verbs and those in (124b) for the related nouns. 

7Brrhere is one piece of evidence, unfortunately ambiguous, that would 
support the SPE analysis of delegate, It concerns the verb cDnfiscfJ,te 
and its related adjective, which Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary cites either as having a 1-3 contour, or as being pronounced 
[k~ndsk~t]. The rules in SPE could not account for the former pronuncia
tion, whereas this would be possible in my analysis, by marking this 
word [-123]. However, it is the latter pronunciation that is of more 
interest here. I can see no natural way of accounting for this form within 
my analysis, but it is exactly what would be predicted from the rules 
of SPE. The derivation would proceed as follows. 

Base form [[k::m=fiskret]Y]A 
MSR (eii) 1 
ASR 1 2 
MSR (dii) 2 1 3 
SAR 3 1 4 
Rule [118] o 11 4 
Other rules [k~nfisk~t ] 

The important fact to note about this derivation is that it is part (ii) of 
case (c) that retracts the stress on the second cycle. The medial 
syllable does not end in V[+son][+cns], as specified on p. 138, so it 
cannot be assigned the feature [+D], which would allow case (ci) to apply. 
Thus, stress is retracted only one syllable, which is what is desired 
here, 

Although this pronunciation of the adjective confiscate clearly supports 
the SPE analysis, instead of one based on rule (123), it is the only word 
I know of that does so; and since I see no way for the SPE analysis to 

'd h f *c 1 d'dOt 1 °d 1 ~ 1 ° avOl suc orms as an z a ey, *renega ey, *compromzse, *dictate, etc., 
I have chosen to keep rule (123) in the grammar, even though I am unable 
to derive cSnfiscgteA and cbnfiscfdey from the same underlying form. 
Note, however, that rule (123) can account for d~sign2I.teN' which has no 
natural analysis within SPE. 
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(124) 

(a) Base form 
MSR (eii) 
ASR 
Rule [120] 
SAR 
Other rules 

(b) Base form 
MSR (eii) 
ASR 
MSR (di) 
SAR 
Other rules 

[d~kument]v 
1 

1 2 

1 3 
1 3 

[dakyament] 

[[d~kument]v]N 
1 

1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 0 0 

[dakyamant] 

John Robert Ross 

[t~rment]v 
1 

DNA 
2 1 
3 1 

[t5rmbnt] 

[[t~rment]V]N 
1 

DNA 
MSR (dii) 1 2 

1 3 
[t~rm~nt] 

I find this derivation of the noun dbcum~nt unconvincing. 
First of all, the noun, not the verb, "feels" basic. If there 
is disagreement about this example, surely there can be 
none about the noun-verb pair rkgim~ntN-rkgim~ntv' where 
the same contrast can be observed, but where the noun is 
clearly basic. Suppose, then, we were to postulate for these 
pairs derivations like those in (125), rather than like those 
in (124). 

(125) Base form 
MSR (bi) 
MSR (eii) 
ASR 
SAR 
Other rules 

[d~kument]N 
1 

1 0 0 
[dakyamant] 

[[ d~kument ]N] v 
1 
2 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 3 

[dakyament] 

This derivation produces exactly the same results, and 
yet it makes no use of case (c). Note also that the use of the 
cycle is unnecessary. The verb dbcum~nt can be derived as 
in (126). 

(126) Base form 
MSR (eii) (or (f)) 
ASR 
SAR 
Other rules 

[d~kument]v 
1 

1 2 
1 3 
1 3 

[dakyament] 

I see no reason to prefer the derivation of document in (124) 
to that in (126), and I conclude that such words cannot be 
used in support of either case (c) or the cycle. 
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Let us now turn to the more complex case of torment,v-
tbrm~ntN. I have no quarrel with the derivation of the verb 
presented in (124a). But there is no necessity to assume the 
cyclical derivation of the noun shown in (124b). Assume that 
torment has assigned to it the feature [-case (b)] in the 
lexicon. As was pointed out in §3.2 above, such features are 
necessary in order to distinguish dialects that assign a 1-3 
contour to Oregon from those that have a 1-0 contour .77 That 
words ending in Inti must also be able to be stressed by 
case (b) or by case (f) can be seen from such minimal pairs 
as s~cttnt-sJc8nt (both pronunciations are given in Kenyon 

1 3 1 0 
and Knott) or formant-jormant. If, therefore, we enter 
torment in the lexicon with the feature [-case (b)], the deriva
tion of the pair t6rm~ntv-tbrm~ntN will proceed as in (127). 

(127) (a) Base form [t~rment]v (b) [t~rment]N 

Rule (95a) 
MSR (f) 
ASR 
Rule [120] 
SAR 
Other rules 

-case (b) -case (b) 
+ASR +ASR 
_ASR78 DNA 

1 1 
DNA 1 2 

2 1 DNA 
3 1 1 3 

[t5rmbnt] [t~rm~nt] 

Chomsky and Halle do not discuss this fact in any detail, 
but for verbs which end in Inti there are four other possible 
combinations of stress contours in noun-verb pairs. All five 
possibilities are shown in (128). 

(128) 
31 13 31 1 

(a) tOY1nentv-tormentN. Cf. also augmentv-aug-
3 3 1 1 3 3 l' 1 3 ~ 1 

mentN, allYv-allYN, a lloyV-alloYN, surveyv-
1 3 surveYN, etc. 

77The interesting discussion on pp. 175-176 concerning the tenseness 
of the vowels of child and children indicates the necessity of postulating 
rule features that refer to particular branches of rule schemata, although 
Chomsky and Halle, to the best of my knowledge, never discuss any cases 
of exceptions to a branch of the MSR. 

78As will be discussed in greater detail in § 10, I will assume that 
redundancy rules like (95a) can change the specifications of idiosyn
cratically assigned rule features. Thus, the lexical feature [+ASR] that 
appears in the entry for torment will become [-ASR], by rule (95a) , when 
this form appears as a verb. 
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(b) 1 3 t 1 3 1 3 1 
COl1Unen y-COmmentN. Cf. also ambushyN, boy-

3 tt d 1 l 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 co 3 YN, e ugeYN' cl'lmaxYN, rebateYN, ump'lreYN, 
trtumphyN, etc. 

() 
10 10 10 

C warranty-warrantN. Cf. also chilllengeYN 

(d) l&m~nty-l&m~ntN. Cf. also &tthckYN 8rr~stYN 
I I (3) 1 ./3) 1 '1 (3) , 

po 'lceYN, re~zeveYN' aecaYYN, consentYN de-
Id b 1 31 ' man YN, de teYN, dejeatyN, coquetteNY, etc. 

() 3 1 1 0 3 1 1 
e segmenty-segmentN. Cf. also jragmenty-jrag-

o 1 1 0 
1nentN, presenty-presentN, etc. 

First, let us consider how the rules I have proposed above 
could generate this set of related stress configurations. I 
have already shown in (127) how I would propose to generate 
the pairs in (128a), which Chomsky and Halle consider to be 
the 'normal case. In (129) appears the derivation for the 
noun-verb pair lament. 

(129) (a) Base form [lrement]y (b) [lrement]N 
-case (b) -case (b) 
-ASR -ASR 

MSR (f) 1 1 
ASR DNA DNA 
Rule [120] DNA DNA 
Other rules [l~m~nt] [l~m~nt] 

The analysis of this type of verb-noun pair within the 
framework of SPE differs only trivially: where the words 
of (128d) are marked [-ASR] in my analysis, they would be 
mar ked [- case (c)] in the analysis of SPE. 

For the words in (128e), I would propose the following 
derivations. 

(130) (a) Base form [segment]y (b) [segment]N 
Rule (95a) -ASR DNA 
MSR (f) 1 MSR (b) 1 
ASR DNA DNA 
Rule [120] 2 1 DNA 
SAR 3 1 DNA 
Other rules [s~gm~nt] [s~gm~nt] 

Words like the above could be derived in a number of ways 
by the rules in SPED Probably the most natural would be to 
assume the noun to be baSic, which "feels" correct to me , 

r 
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and to assume an extra cycle in the derivation of the verb. 
Thus, the derivation of the noun s~gm~ntN would be exactly 
the same as that shown in (130b), while the verb would be 
derived as shown in (131): 

(131) Base form [[segment]N]Y 
MSR (b) _1_~_ 
MSR (e) 2 1 
Rule [120] 2 1 (applies vacuously) 
SAR 3 1 
Other rules [s~gm~nt] 

The only way in which SPE can derive 
those in (128b), however, is shown in (132). 
is discussed on p. 140 of SPE.) 

(132) (a) Base form [[kJment]s]y 
MSR (e) 1 
MSR (c) 1 2 
SAR 1 3 
Other rules [k~m~nt] 

such words as 
(This problem 

1 2 
1 3 

[k~m~nt] 
In other words, the fact that noun and verb are homophonous 
is accounted for by deriving both in exactly the same way, 
from an underlying stem. There is, however, no syntactic 
justification for postulating, in surface structure, a node 
stem above comment, but not above torment, lanzent, or 
segment. Thus, this derivation constitutes another violation 
of the Chomsky-Halle-Lukoff naturalness condition, if this 
condition is strengthened appropriately, so that it not only 
forbids the ad hoc USe of junctures but of any other syntactic 
information as well. 

I propose, instead of the above derivations, which Chom
sky and Halle admit are artificial, the following analysis: 

(133) (a) Base form [kJment]y (b) [kJment]N 

Rule (95a) 
MSR (f) 
ASR 
SAR 

-case (b) -case (b) 
+ASR +ASR 
[-95a] [-95a] 
DNA DNA 

1 1 
1 2 1 2 
1 3 1 3 
1 3 1 3 

Other rules [kament] [kament] 
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The important feature of this account is the assumption 
that lexical items can be marked so that they do not undergo 
a general redundancy rule. This assumption seems abun
dantly justified, independently of how words like those in 
(12Bb) are to be accounted for. Thus, for instance, such words 
as hoax, traipse, Yoicks, etc., must be marked [-Rule [B]], the 
rule that specifies that only dental clusters can be preceded 
by tense vowels (cf. SPE, p. 172 ff.). Furthermore, the words 
in (B7a) and the prefixes in (113) are exceptions to the general 
rule (115), which specifies that words do not normally 
retract stress three syllables. Therefore, in their lexical 
representations these forms will be marked [-115]. They 
will, exceptionally, retract stress three syllables. 

Likewise with comm,ent: while most verbs do not retract 
stress, as rule (95a) stipulates, verbs like those in (96b) 
do, so that they will have to be marked [-95a] in addition to 
being marked [+ASR].79 The derivation of the noun cbmm~ntN 
will not require reference to the former feature, as rule (95a) 
affects only verbs and adjectives, so that this derivation 
will exactly parallel that of the noun tbrm~ntN. However, for 
the verb commenty , the feature [-95a] will prevent rule (95a) 
from applying, as it did in the derivation of the verb t6rmknty , 
which will change the feature [+ASR] to [-ASR]. Thus, the 
derivation for cbmmJnt as a verb will exactly parallel that of 
cbmm~nt as a noun: the ASR will apply in both derivations. 

Finally, I would assume that the derivation of such forms 
as w&rr8ntYN is exactly parallel to the derivation of cbm
m~nt\rN' except that whereas rule (49), Destressing, idiosyn
cratically does not work for comment, it does work for 
warrant. This fact would have to be reflected either in the 
presence of a feature [-49] in the lexical representation of 
comment or in its segmental makeup, possibly by deriving 
it from a form with a geminate nasal, or even from the 
representation IK~N=mentl that is suggested on page 141 of 
SPE. (I disregard here the problem of =; see §7.1.) 

711 have not come to any conclusion as to whether it is more normal 
for disyllabic nouns to retract stress by the ASR than not to retract it. 
Hence, I have been marking lexical items both [+ASR] (e.g., comment and 
torment) and [-ASR] (e.g., lament, police). Eventually, of course, only 
one of these marks will be necessary. However, since I cannot see how 
any points I will discuss would be affected by either choice, I have left 
it open for the present. 
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As far as I can see, there is no possible solution within 
the framework of SPE to the problem of aSSigning a 1-0 
contour to the verb warrant that does not involve postulating 
the existence of a rule like (49). Thus, the forms in (12Bc) 
constitute evidence of the strongest kind for the existence 
of this rule. 

To summarize this discussion of the stress possibilities 
of disyllabic verbs in Inti, it appears that three of the five 
possible stress alternations-namely, those in (12Ba), (12Bd), 
and (12Be)-can be handled equally well within the analysis 
of SPE or within my reanalysis. However, the derivations 
provided by SPE of verbs like those in (12Bb) and (12Bc) are 
clearly artificial, in comparison to those within the reanal
ysis. 

There is stronger evidence for reanalyzing: within the 
framework of the reanalysis it is possible to provide a formal 
explanation for one fact that is a consequence of (97):80 the 
lack of noun-verb pairs like *pollceN-pbzicey. Recall that 
there is no non-ad hoc way for SPE to exclude such under
lying representations as the one shown in (101), which will 
produce the impossible stress alternation. 

How can *poziceN-pbllcey be excluded within my reanal
ysis? It is excluded simply because there can be no under
lying representation provided for such a pair. If either 
member of a verb-noun pair exhibits retraction, the form 
must be marked [+ASR] in the lexicon. Since the verb we are 
trying to find a representation for-to pblrce-has, by assump
tion, a 1-3 contour, the form police would have to be marked 
[+ASR], like torment and comment. In addition, since it is 
the verb in which retraction occurs, police would have to be 
marked [-95a]. Note that the first of the features we have 
had to postUlate to derive the 1-3 contour on policey, namely, 

BOAs I said, I consider (97) to be a very deep observation about English 
stress, and there are other stress alternations it allows for which I have 
been able to find no explanation. Note, for instance, such pairs as 
~ttribitteN-attrib~tey; arithm~tlcN-~rithm~ticA' These forms are dis
cussed in SPE, on p. 159, and on p. 88, fn. 41, respectively, but no 
explanation is provided for why the noun's primary stress is further 
to the left than that of the verb or adjective. Thus, note that nothing 
prevents SPE from postulating a [[ ]N]Y structure for attribute, instead 
of the [[ ]Y]N structure shown on p. 159, but such a structure would yield 
precisely the wrong results. 
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the feature [+ASR], already precludes the possibility of 
deriving a noun in which stress retraction does not take 
place from the same underlying form: any form marked 
[+ASR] in the lexicon will undergo stress retraction unless 
it can undergo rule (95a), which can change [+ASR] to [-ASR]. 
But only verbs and adjectives are affected by rule (95a): thus, 
if the lexical entry for police has the feature [+ASR], the 
associated noun must have a 1-3 contour. 

Expressed differently, there are only four logically pos
sible combinations of the plus and minus values for the 
features [ASR] and (95a). These are shown in (134), and 
following each logical possibility is a verb that has this fea
ture configuration. 

(134) (a) [:~::] 
(b) [+ASR] 

-95a 

(c) [-ASR] 
+95a 

(d) [-ASR] 
-95a 

3 1 1 3 
tormenty -tormentN 

1 3 1 3 commenty-commentN 

o 1 0 1 la J1'lent y -la m ent N 

o 1 0 1 lamenty-larnent N 

The important thing to notice is that the distinct feature 
bundles in (134c) and (134d) characterize exactly the same 
classes of items: if a form is already marked [-ASR] in the 
lexicon it makes no difference whether it undergoes rule 
(95a), ~hich will vacuously reassign the feature [-ASR] to it. 
Thus, these two features allow for only three main classes 
of pairs: pairs like (128a) (torment); pairs like (128b) and 
(128c) (comment and warrant, respectively), which only differ 
from one another in the applicability of Destressing to the 
output of the ASR; and pairs like (128d) (lament). The exis
tence of the type of stress contrast shown in (128e) (segment) 
is limited to verbs in Inti; this limitation allows the possibility 
of case (b) assigning stress for the noun and case (f) for the 
verb, which is not germane to the present discussion and is 
a minor phenomenon in any case. There is no combination 
of the two features [±ASR] and [±95a] that could produce a 
pair like *poziceN-pbllcey. The fact that such pairs appear 
not to exist (but cf. fn. 61) is thus explained in my reanalysis. 

1 3 
Therefore since the contrast between documenty and 

dbcum~ntN c~ be handled naturally without making use of 
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case (c) and the cycle, and since the SPE analysis of 
tbrmbnty-tbrm~ntN not only leads to unacceptably artificial 
derivations for verb-noun pairs like cbJ1'l1n~ntv-cbnlm~ntN' 
but also can provide no explanation for the nonexistence of 
such pairs as *poziceN-pbzlcey, I conclude that the forms 
in (92g) cannot be construed as providing evidence either for 
case (c) or for the cycle, In fact, the nonexistence of such 
pairs as the latter must be taken as constituting counter
evidence to the claim that cyclically ordered rules can apply 
below the level of word boundaries, 

6,8, Let us now briefly consider the claim that case (c) 
is involved in the derivation of the words in (92h), Chomsky 
and Halle discuss such contrasts as illustr~te -illltstr~te on 
page 155 of SPE, suggesting there that the two forms be 
derived as shown in (135). 

(135) 

(a) Base form 
Rule [158] 
MSR (eii) 
ASR 
SAR 

lilustrCBtl 
DNA 

1 
1 2 

(b) 
Rule [158] 
MSR (cii) 

/ ilustr+ffit/ 
1 

1 2 

1 3 SAR 1 3 
1 0 3 0 1 3 

Other rules [Ilestreyt] Other rules [eIAstreyt] 

Rule [158], it will be recalled, only assigns stress to final 
tense affixes; by postulating that illustrate, with a 1-0-3 
contour, contains no affix, Chomsky and Halle can block the 
application of rule [158] and aSSign final stress by case (e), 
after which the ASR will retract stress to the initial syllable. 
In order to assign a 0-1- 3 contour, as in (13 5b), it is only 
necessary to consider -ate to be an affix, thus triggering the 
sequence of rules [158] and case (c). 

It should be obvious that this account is somewhat artifi
cial. First, it depends upon the existence of rule [158], whose 
only other function is to make it unnecessary to refer to a 
rule feature [±ASR] in accounting for contrasts like that 
between (17) and (18). Second, however illustrate is to be 
stressed, its relationship to the words luster and lustrous 
would have to be shown. This relationship suggests that the 
only possible underlying representation is liN=lustr+~t/ ,81 

81In § 7,1, I will argue that the = boundary in /ced=umbr+ffit/ and 
/ced=grcend+iz/ be replaced by +. 
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Similarly, the word adumbrate-which can be pronounced 
either [~dambr~yt] or [~d~mbr~yt], since this word presum
ably contains the morpheme /umbr/ (cf. umbrella, pemtmbra, 
umbriferous)-can only be represented by /red=umbr+ret/. 
Whether aggrandize is pronounced [~grand[yz] or [agr~nd[yz], 
if it is to be related to grand, both of its pronunciations must 
derive from the same form-: /red=grrend+iz/. It does not 
seem plausible to assume that the different pronunciations of 
these forms are directly traceable to independently motivated 
structural differences in their underlying forms. Rather, 
such words must differ somehow in the features that deter
mine which rule of stress retraction will apply to them. 

I agree with Chomsky and Halle that it is case (c) that 
is responsible for the stress retraction in examples like 
(92h). The clearest indication that this is the case is the 
nonexistence of such words as *tittzzJte, *atbmize, *jltv~nile, 
etc., in which stress has been retracted to a penult that ends 
in a weak cluster. Also, there appears to be some regularity 
linking the applicability of case (c) with the presence of a 
stressed affix. The relationship, however, is not as direct 
as is claimed in SPE. In particular, I feel that when aggran
dize is pronounced with a 1-0-3 contour, this pronunciation 
occurs in spite of the fact that it is trimorphemic, according 
to which one would expect it to exhibit a 0-1-3 contour 
on the basis of the indirect regularity linking stressed affixes 
to case (c). Therefore, when pronounced with a 1-0-3 con...; 
tour, aggrandize will have to be marked with a rule feature. 
I will defer, however, until §6.9 below a precise statement 
of how case (c) is to be avoided formally in such cases. 

6.9. Chomsky and Halle account for the contrasts exem
plified in (92i) as shown in (136). 

(136) 
Base form 
MSR (eii) 
MSR (ai) 
MSR (cii) 
[118] 
SAR 
Other rules 

[[red=viz]y5r+Y]A 
1 
2 1 
1 2 
1 0 

DNA 
[gdvdyz~~y ] 

MSR (ei) 
MSR (ai) 
MSR (cii) 
[118] 
SAR 
Other rules 

[[pr;)mis ]y5r+Y]A 
1 
2 1 
1 2 

DNA 
1 

1 0 3 0 
[pramas5riy] 

This analysis I find essentially correct, except that I see no 
need to assume the existence of two passes through cyclically 
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ordered rules in these derivations. That is, I would propose 
that the stress contours on the forms in (92i) be derived by 
one pass through the rules, as indicated in (137). 

(137) 

Base form /red+viz+5r+i/82 

MSR (bi) 1 
MSR (cii) 1 2 
[118] 1 0 

o 1 0 0 
Other rules [advayz a"iy ] 

/pr ;)mise+5r+i/ 83 
Vowel Drop84 C/J 
MSR (bi) 1 
MSR (ci) 1 2 
SAR 1 3 

1 0 3 0 
Other rules [pramas5riy] 

As Chomsky and Halle point out, the contrast between con-
t

1 3 1.3 
. zscatory and antzczpatory exactly parallels the contrast in 
(137), so that case (c) must be formulated in such a way as 
to disregard a preceding -at-. Note that it is not possible 
here to make the claim that case (3) of the ASR is retracting 
stress for anticipat3ry, for if one were to mark anticip( ate) 
as [-115], the incorrect *AnticipJte would be derived in 
isolation. An even stronger indication that the ASR is not 
responsible for the stress retraction in the examples of (92i) 
is the word clAssificat3ry, in which stress must be retracted 
four syllables, an operation the ASR never performs. For 
these reasons Chomsky and Halle formulate case (c) so that 
it disregards not only a preceding =at-, but also a preceding 
-ficat-. It is clear, therefore, that there must in fact be 
two processes of stress retraction in English even though 
their effects often overlap. ' 

But how do these two types of retraction differ? When 
is stress retracted by the ASR, and when by case (c)? If the 
arguments I have given in §§6.1-6.7 above are correct, many 
words whose stress retraction Chomsky and Halle account for 
by case (c) must instead undergo stress retraction by the 
ASR. It seems to me that arguments showing conclusively 
that case (c) is at work can only be constructed for words like 

821 have replaced = by + in these examples. This change will be dis
cussed in § 7.1. Moreover, I assume, instead of the glide suffix / + y / of 
SPE, that the final morpheme in -ory is a true vowel. This assumption 
will be justified in § 7 .5. 

83The final / e/ in the underlying representation of promise will be 
deleted by the rule of e-Elision when this verb appears in isolation as 
was discussed in § 4.3 above. ' 

8~his rule is discussed in fn. 38 above. 
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those in (92h) and (92i). What differentiates these cases from 
the other examples cited in (92) is the biconditional stated in 
(138) . 

(138). (a) Case (c) only retracts stress from affixes. 

(b) Every affix from which stress is retracted has 
stress retracted from it by case (c). 

Of these two generalizations, the one in (138a) seems to 
have the fewest exceptions. Exceptions to (138a) are words 
for which stress has only been retracted one syllable, but for 
which there is no motivation for postulating an affix. The only 
exceptions to this generalization that I have found are listed 
in (139). 

(139) 
1 3 1 3 1 3 defalcate, hU11zectate, anwrtzze 

3 

It might be argued that words like Adirbndack and the other 
words in (89) are also counterexamples to (138a). However, 
since these words seem to be monomorphemic, and since 

1 3 1 3 1;3 
three of them (Achzlles, Ulysses, (neo )synephrzne) have had 
stress retracted to a weak penult,85 I would prefer to analyze 
these forms as exceptions to case (2) of the ASR, as I pro
posed in §5.3 above. The fact that (138a) has so few ex
ceptions appears to me to constitute a significant enough 
generalization to formulate case (c) so that it will only be 
able to apply to a word that ends in an affix. The words in 
(139) will then have to be added to the small number of words 
in (89) that are marked [-case (2)]. Thus, when the ASR 
applies to the words in (139), it will not assign them the 
expected 1-0-3 contour, but rather a marked 0-1-3 contour. 

850f course, to claim that the penults of these words end in /11/, /ss/, 
and /ffr/ (or possibly /frr/ or /ffrr/), respectively, is to reduce to near 
vacuity the claim that it is case (c) that is responsible for stress retrac
tion in (89). There is no evidence, aside from stress retraction, that 
would support the postulation of underlying geminates. I say "near 
vacuity," because there is at least one segment, /e/, that seems never 
to occur geminated (cf. fn. 9 above). Therefore, one who proposes that 
case (c) is at work in (89) is making the testable claim that such words 
as Achlth~s [akleryz] should be impossible. I have found no such exam
ples, to be sure, but such a word does not sound ill-formed to me. 
Unfortunately, words with three or more syllables, whose last two 
syllables have a 1-3 contour, are rare in any event; thus, it seems 
impossible at present to demonstrate conclusively that an analysis 
depending on geminates must be ruled out. 
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What of (138b), the other half of the biconditional? Observe 
that the analysis in SPE asserts in effect both of the implica
tions in (138), as is indicated by the discussion on pages 152-
155 of SPE. To assert that rule [158] is in the grammar 
is to assert that stress can be retracted one syllable in a 
word by case (c) only if86 the word ends in a tense affix. 
Ad hoc morpheme boundaries must then be inserted into the 
words of (139); in addition it must be claimed that such words 

III t 3 tId 3 1 3 1. 3 1 aS
3 

z us ra e, a umbrate, concentrate, conjzscate, and orches-
trate have no morpheme boundary before -ate, and therefore 
do not contain the morphemes /lustr /, /umbr /, /kentr /, 
/fisk! (cf. fiscal), and /::>rkestrre/, respectively. I see no 
reason to make this additional claim, which I find counter
intuitive in both respects. Rather, it seems that a more 
accurate description can be attained by building (138a) into 
the statement of case (c)-that is, by allowing case (c) to 
retract stress only from affixes-and then by marking such 
forms as cbncentrate with the feature [-case (c)]. 

One question remains: how are the affixes from which 
case (c) will eventually retract stress to receive stress? 
Chomsky and Halle point out (pp. 34-43 and pp. 98-100) that 
given the principles of disjunctive ordering, since case (e) 
is a subenvironment of case (c), case (e) must follow case (c) 
with which it will be disjunctively ordered. Obviously, there
fore, since case (c) must retract stress that case (a) assigns 
the ordering case (a)-case (c)-case (e) is fixed. Case (a) and 
case (c) will be conjunctively ordered, with the other order
ings being disjunctive. 

Making the minor change necessary to convert this order
ing into the system of the present analysis is equivalent to 
claiming that the ordering of the three cases is case (b)
case (c)-case (f). That is, assuming that these thr~e cases 
are to be formulated as indicated schematically in (140a), 
(140b), and (140c), respectively, Chomsky and Halle are pro
posing essentially the rule stated in (141), 

(140) (a) V 
(b) V 
(c) V 

[1 stress] / - Co(W) V (Cb)] 
[1 stress] / - Co(W) + t] 
[1 stress] / - Co] 

8~xcluding, of course, cases where final stress has arisen through 
case (a) or through case (e) of an earlier cycle. 
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(141) V - [1 stress] I - Co «W) {~bCb) H 
There is, however, a major disadvantage to rule (141): 

if case (c) precedes case (f), it will be necessary, by some 
rule other than case (f), to assign the stress to such affixes 
as -oid, from which stress is always retracted by case, (c), 
or to -ate, which case (c) sometimes retracts stress from. 
Chomsky and Halle are therefore forced to stress these 
affixes before the MSR by their rule [158], which, as was 
pointed out above, has the defect of being, in essence, a dupli
cation of case (f). Moreover, there are many similarities 
between case (c) and the ASR: both retract stress from a 
final syllable (which may be followed by a lax Ii/). 

I propose, therefore, to reorder the rules of (140): rules 
(140a) and (140c), cases (b) and (f) of the MSR, will form one 
natural rule, a rule that assigns primary stress to one of the 
last three syllables of a word. The MSR can thus retain the 
formulation given in (74) above, a formulation that appears 
complicated only because of the details of Cb. 

The MSR will be followed by a Retraction Rule, which 
will have two cases: the first, which retracts stress in 
accordance with the Romance Stress Rule, will retract stress 
only from final affixes; the second, which retracts stress 
blindly, except for the choice between Case 2 and Case 3 of 
the ASR, will apply in all other instances. 

As shown in (90) above, these two cases differ only in the 
optional inclusion of W in the latter, a fact that allows the 
ASR to be notation ally collapsed with Case (c). The resulting 
rule appears in (142). 

(142) RETRACTION RULE 

The term (+CoVC~+)o in the top line of (142) allows for the 
stress to be retracted, by the case (c) branch, over' any num
ber of affixes (+eet+ in anticipat6ry, +/ik+ad+ in clbssijicat6ry, 
+in+ in disciplinJry, etc. None end in more than one C.). 
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There is one further point that must be noted in connection 
with rule (142). It specifies that the basic choice of type of 
stress retraction in English depends upon whether· or not 
stress is being retracted from an affix. As the examples in 
(143) show, this claim is baSically right. 

(143) 
1 3 1 3 

phenomenon-electron 
1 3 1 3 cyanIde-peroXIde 

1 3 1 3 
anthracite-smaragdite 
crystallbid-mollUs cbid 
1 • 3 1 3 
asmme-elephantme 
G~minj-alfimni 

However, the most productive affix in all of English, -ate, 
seems generally to have stress retracted off of it by the ASR, 
instead of by the expected case (c): cf. cbncentrJte, izlustrJte, 
brchestrJte, etc. What is necessary, then, is a redundancy 
rule like (144). 

(144) +ate _ [-case (c) branch of (142)] 

This concludes, then, my basic reanalysis of stress 
aSSignment and retraction. Primary stress will be assigned 
by the MSR (essentially as in (74)) and retracted as specified 
by (144) and (142). 
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